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PREFACE

This little book on Algebra has been prepared for the use of

students in their First Year at the University other than those

following the special course in Mathematics and Physics. Students

of whom is required the Algebra of the General Course will find the

work covered in the first four chaptei's, while students who are taking

any of the special courses in Pure Science or any of the courses in the

School of Practical Science will read in addition Chapters V and VI.

Chapter VII has been added to meet the needs of those students who

are to study the Calculus in their Second Year.

A. T. DeL.
Toronto, October 25, 1903.
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CHAPTER I

EQUATIONS

1. Preliminary. In. the expression 2x - 3 appear the rmmbers

2, - 3, X. Of these, 2, - 3, having definite values which cannot change,

are called constants, while the number x, regarded as capable of

assuming different values, is called a variable. In general, it is

supposed that the variable x may assume, or pass through, all assign-

able positive or negative values, as well as the value zero. Numbers
generally present themselves as measuring some physical or geometrical

quantity, the constant measuring a certain definite quantity and the

variable measuring a quantity undergoing change. On this account

numbers and expressions involving numbers are frequently spoken of

as quantities. It is to be noted, too, that, in the case of variable

quantities, the physical or geometrical conditions may be such as to

limit the range of variation of the variable.

A convenient and useful representation of number, whether constant

or variable, is found in the straight line regarded as indefinitely

produced each way. A point O is taken, in this line, as origin, or

place from which measurements are made.

x" O
. . X

* —•—*— - - • - -

—

^—r—•

—

'——T t .t I I I

-7 -2-1012 7 jc

Each point on this line, being at a certain distance from the origin,

can be looked upon as carrying a certain number, namely, the measure

of the distance of that point from the origin. It is agreed that

positive numbers are to be carried by points to the right of the origin,

and negative numbers by points to the left, while the number zero

is carried by the point O, the origin. A fixed point on the line

represents a constant number ; a point, moving or regarded as capable

of moving in the line, a variable numbei*.
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Return now to the expression 2x - 3, If to x be assigned the values

1 1 U 2

the values of 2a: - 3 are found to be

-3, -2, -1,0, 1,

It follows then that 2x - 3 is also a variable.

Any quantity whose value is determined when the value of a

certain variable quantity, as x, is given, is called a function of that

variable. Thus, 2a; -_3 is a function of x. This function is further

described as One-dimensional, or linear in the variable x.

As has been seen, the linear function '2x - 3 is a variable, its value

depending on and changing with that of x. On this account x is

called the independent variable, and if the value of the function

2a: -3 is denoted by u, then u is called the dependent variable.

The relation of u to x can be exhibited by means of a diagram. First,
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distance 2 from N in the direction OXJ. Then this point S indicates by-

its distance from the point N in OX, just below it, the value of u for

X = 2^, the value carried by N.

Next, for X = 2, carried by the point M, the value of ic is 1 , and, as

before, the point R indicates by its position that the value of ^^ is 1 if

x=2.

So for a:= Ij, carried by the point L, the value of w is 0, and the

point Q (the same point as L) on the line X'OX indicates this fact.

For x=1, carried by the point K, the value of ?t is — 1. We agree

to indicate negative values of u by measurements made below the line

X'OX, so that the point P indicates that n= - I for x=l.

Thus, to each value of x corresponds a value of u, and if we
construct the assemblage of points PQRS giving the values of u
corresponding to the values of x belonging to all the points on X'OX,
a continuous line PQRS will be formed. Here this continuous

line is found to be a straight line. It is said to be the graph of the

function 2:t- - 3, and, as has been explained, it puts in evidence the

value of the function for any or all values of x considered. The lines

X'OX, UOU', to which the measurements determining the gia[)h have

been referred, are called the axes.

Consider now the expression ax + b. Here it is supposed that a

and h are constants, and that x is a variable, so that ax+ 6 is a

linear function of x. The numbers a and b may have any values, but,

whatever be these values, they are constant. The expi'ession ax + b is

thus the general linear function of x. For any given values of a

and b the graph of ax + b may be constructed, and can be seen to be a

straight line.

An expression as

Ix-Z
?>x — 5

in accordance with what has been stated, is a function of x. It is also

a linear function of x as in it x appears in the fnvst and no higher

degree. Here, however, x occurs in the denominator, or, in other

words, the function is fractional in its relation to .r. On this account

it is said to be a fractional linear function <>f .'•, while a function as

ax + his, said to be an integral linear function.
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EXERCISES

1. Construct the graph of the following linear functions

:

x-7, 3x, 2a; + 4, 6-8x.

2. Construct the graph of

x + S

2x-l

for values of x in the interval ( - 2, + 2).

3. Shew that, whatever be the values of a and 6, the graph of nx + b is a

straight line.

Hence shew that when two values of any integral linear function have

been found the graph may be constructed.

2. Significance of an Equation. Suppose that the solution of

the following simple problem is required :

Find the number, the double of rvhich diminished by 3 is equal to

zero.

Let X denote the number. Then by the condition given

2x - 3 = 0.

We have here an equation, a statement to the effect that the expression

2x -Z is equal to zero. It is readily seen that

2x = 3 and x= H.

The role of the equation is now manifest. If it had been a question of

the expression orfunction 2rr - 3 only, we should have regarded x as a

variable, and as x varied the value of 2a; - 3 also would have varied.

The equation declares that 2a; - 3 is not to vary but to have the definite

value zero, and it follows that x is not a variable but has a determinate

value Ij. In an equation then, as the one just treated, the x, which is

not a variable but a definite number whose value is sought, will be

called the unknown quantity, or simply the unknown. The value

of the unknown is called the root of the equation.

The relation of the expression 2x - 3 to the equation 2a; - 3 = is

now clear. For different values of x the expression takes different

values ; the equation makes it impossible for x to vary, and we are

required to find the invariable or definite value of x which will make
2£C - 3 equal to zero. In like manner we could find the value of x that
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would make 2x - 3 equal to any given number. The graph constructed

in the preceding Art. puts this in evidence, as well as the fact that

when 2ic - 3 = 0, the value of x is 1 J.

Not infrequently there present themselves equalities which are not

equations like the one considered, in that they do not require that x

should have a definite value, but hold for all values of x. Such, for

example, is the relation

{x+l) (x-l) -(a;2_l) =

or, which is the same thing,

(x+l) (x-l) =x--\.

If the implied multiplication is performed it is seen that the equality

holds whatever be the value of ,r, or, in other words, that (x + 1) (x - 1)

and ic^ — 1 are two different forms of one expression. Such an equality

is generally called an identical equation or an identity, so that

when the terra equation is employed it is to be understood in the sense

first explained.

EXERCISES

1 . Construct the equations pertaining to the following problems :

(1) Find two consecutive integers such tliut their product will exceed

tlie square of the less by 13.

(2) A father is three times as old as his son, but in 15 years lie will

be only twice as old as his son. Find their present ages.

(3) A can run 100 yd. in 10 sec, and B in 11 sec. Tliey start together

in a race of 100 yd. At the end of what time will A be midway

between B and the winning post ?

2. Shew that the following problems lead to identities, stating in each

case the inference to be drawn from this fact

:

(1) Find three consecutive integers such that the product of tlie

greatest and the least is less than tiie square of tlie mean integer

by unity.

(2) Divide a straiglit line of given length <i (units), so tliat the s(iuare

on the given line may l)e e(iual to tlie scjiiares on the two parts,

increased by twice the rectangle ctmtained by the parts.
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3. The Simple Equation. The general linear equation is

ax + b = 0.

It is supposed that a is not zero ; for if this were the case, then would

ax equal zero, and, therefore, also b equal zero, and there would be no
equation.

It follows at once that

ax= —b
and, therefore, that

bx= - -,
a

since, a not being zero, division is possible.

These results are necessary and it follows that:

Every linear equation has one and only one root.

It is well to suppose any such equation to have originated in some

actual problem, x measuring some quantity whosemagnitude is sought.

An equation of the form

ax + b = cx + d,

is readily seen to be not more general than the equation ax + 6 = 0.

EXERCISES

1. Solve the equations :

... 23;-7
,
?c-5 x + 3

.
x + 7

/QV *Xj ^ VC

p q r J. L -I

(4) ^+^+^=a + 6 + c.
be ca ab

[• 2. The sides of a triangle are 39 ft. 42 ft., 45 ft. in length. A perpen-

dicular is drawn to the side whose length is 42 ft. from the opposite angle.

Find the length of the segments into which this side is divided.

Construct the triangle according to scale, draw the perpendicular as indi-

cated, and measure the segments to test the accuracy of the drawing.
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4. The Quadratic Expression. Consider the expression

X^ - 4:X+ 3.

In this expression, the numbers - 4, 3 are constants and the number x

a variable. To each value of x corresponds a value of the expression.

Thus, if X is assigned the values

-1, 0, 1, 2,.

the values oi x- - 4x+3 are found to be

8, 3, 0, -1,,

The expression x- - ix + 3, for reasons already given, is then a function

of X. It is further described as a function of the second degree, oi

a quadratic function as in it x occurs to the second power, and not

to any higher power. The function is integral since .r does not appear

as a denominator or as making part of a denominator. If the value of

the function is denoted by «, then it. is a variable, and a graph may be

constructed which will exhil)it the dependence of u upon x.

M I 0^4-|-+:7 q
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through the point carrying the value 2 of x. The reason for this may

be shewn, for we have

u = x- - Ax + 3

= x'^ - ix + i - I

= {x-2y--\.

Now, first let X = 2 - k, a value k less than, or behind 2.

Then for this value of x

u^{2-k-2f-l

Next, let u = 2 + k, a value k greater than, or in advance of 2.

Then for this value of x

u = {2+k-2y-'[

Therefore, whatever be the value of k, these two values of u are the

same, and hence any two values of x equidistant from 2 give the same

value of u, or, in other words, the graph is symmetrical about a line

through cc = 2 at right angles to 2i^'0X.

Further, the graph indicates that the smallest value, or minimum,
of M is - 1, and this when x=2. Tlie reason for this is manifest, for

we have
w = (a; -2)2-1.

Now, (x - 2)2 is positive for all values of x except x = 2, when (x - 2)2

is equal to zero. When, therefore, x is equal to 2, the value of w is

the smallest possible.

The general linear quadratic function may be written

ax^ + bx + c

and for any assigned values of the constants a, b, c, the behaviour of

the function under the variation of x may be studied, and indicated by

a diagram.
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EXERCISES

1. Construct the graphs of the following functions :

a;^, x'^-1, x^-x + G, x^-2x + 3.

In each case find the minimum of the function and the value of x which

gives this minimum.

2. Construct the graphs of the following functions :

-ic^+ x'-e, -x\ -x'' + l,3+ 2x-x\

In each case find the maximum of the finiction and the value of x which

gives this maximum.

3. Construct the graphs of the following functions :

2x^-3x-5, 3a;^-5a; + 7, 4 + 5x-2x^

In each case find the minimum or maximum of the function and the corres-

ponding value of X.

4. Construct the graph of the fractional quadratic function

x'' -x-2
x^ - 5a; + 6

for values of x between - 2 and + 4.

5. Quadratic Equations. Suppose that the solution of the

following problem is required :

Divide the mimher Jf. into tioo parts such that the sum of the jiarts

exceeds their 2^foduct by 1.

If one part be tlie number x, then the other part is 4 - cc.

The sum of the parts = a; + (4 - x) = 4.

The product of the parts =a; (4 - x).

.'. 4 - a? {4 - a;) = 1

;_ a;2-4a; + 4 =1

.-. a-2-4x+3 =0.

In this quadratic equation, '• is presumably not a variable but some

definite uunil)or, an unknown as yet. We are to seek the value of x in

this equation, or, in other words, to solve the equation.
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If now

then must
a;2 - 4a: + 3 =

(.r-3) (,x-l) =

and conversely. This last relation is satisfied if either

(1) .r-3 = 0, i.e., a; = 3; for then a;- 3 = and a- - 1 = 2, so that

the product (a; - 3) {x - 1) is equal to zero,

or

(2) a; - 1 = 0, i.e., x=\, for then x -1=0, and a; - 3 = - 2, so that

the product (a;-3) (a;-l) is equal to zero.

Thus the equation has tivo roots, namel}' 3 and 1, and it follows that

X does not represent a definite number but one of two definite numbers.

This is a result that might have been expected, since, x standing for

one of the two parts, and the equation having been formed on this

supposition, each part has an equal claim to recognition.

The root x = 3 gives 3 and 1 as the two parts of 4, and the root

x=\ gives 1 and 3 as those parts, so that the two solutions refer to

one mode of division, the parts being mentioned in different orders.

Further, no value of x other than 3 and 1 will satisfy the equation,

for any such value would make neither x - 3 nor x - 1 equal to zero

and the product (.» - 3) (a; - 1 ) could not then be zero. Thus, this

quadratic equation has two and only two roots. It is to be noted, too,

that the solution of this quadratic equation consists in I'eplacing it by

tico linear equations.

The graph of the function given in Art. 3 brings out the fact that

for a; = 1 or a- = 3 the value of the function x- - ix + 3 is zero.

As in the case of the linear equation it is well to regard an}'^ proposed

quadratic equation as having originated in some problem, x denoting

some unknown number whose value is sought.

We shall now study the general quadratic equation with a view to

discover general properties of such equations. Let the general quadratic

equation be

ax- + bx + c =

where a is supposed not to be zero.
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Then must

a( X- + - X +-) =
\ a a/

2a

b

\ 2a 2a ^ ^ -« 2a ^

V 2a >' V 2a J

This last equation is then satisfied ])y those values of x which satisfy

the proposed equation and conversely. Now, in order that this last

equation may be satisfied either

{l)x-\ ^-^ must equal zero, which requires that

_ -b- i/b^ - 4ac,
'""'

2a

or

2)x + ^^— must equal zero, which requires that
2a

2a '

'

Plainly any value of x other than these will give to the factors

on the left a value different from zero, so that the expression on the

left cannot vanish. Accordingly,

The general quadratic equation has tico and only two roots.

From the solution above given it is plain that the factoriiig of the

expression ax- + bx + c, and the sohi7ii/ of the equation ax- + br + c =

are. equivalent problems. Tlie (luadratic expression can ahvnys be

presented as the product of two factors linear in x and, it may be, an

additional factor not involving x ; the quadratic equation is solved

by replacing it by two linear equations. This relationship of the

expression and the equation may be brought out otherwise, as follows.
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Denote the roots of the equation ax" + bx + c = by m and n so

that, say,

h + \/b- - iac

- b - 1/6^ - 4ac

2^

These roots are algebraically irrational, that is, they require for their

expression root symbols, though it may be that for given values of

a, b, c, the arithmetical values of the roots may be found. If the

roots are added and multiplied we have

b
m + n= —

a
11.

The relations I and II are equivalent ; in I the values of the roots are

explicitly given, but the results given in II, on account of their simple

form, are often more useful. We now have the expression

ax"^ +bx + c = a}x~ + -x + - L (identically.)

(^
a a j

= a}x~-{m + n)x + mn\,

by II, m and n denoting the roots of the equation ax^ + bx + c = 0.

.'. ax^ + bx + c = a (x- m) [x — n)

as seen before.

The two roots of the general equation are, in general, different, the

difference being

i/b- - 4rtCm — n = i- .

a

This difference will be zero, i.e., the two roots will be equal should

it be that i/'b'^
- iac = 0, i.e., b'--iac = or b- = iac.
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In this case the solution of the equation would have been as follows :

ax'^ + bx + c —

J ( x'

.*. a\x'^ + - X + - j- =
(^

a a

)

+ ix+^)-(^ljL^)\ =
a 4a' ' V 4a- /

'. a}x +— y =0, since 6- - iac — 0.

I 2a/

The expression aa;- + bx + c is then a perfect square, except for tlie con-

stant factor a, i.e., is a perfect square in its relation to x, and the

equation a-x^ + bx + c — Q has trvo equal roots, each being - — .

The solution of the quadratic equation leads to two remarkable

extensions of the numl^er concept. The numbers first employed were

those that came to be called integers, as 1, 2, 3, The operation of

division, arising through the solution of the linear equation, led to

fractional numbers, as §, |, Also, algebra, dealing with general

numbers, led naturally to the introduction of negative numbers as

distinguished from positive numbers. We are now led further to

extend the domain of number.

For first, consider the equation,

x"- + 3.x- -1=0.
The roots are found to be

-^^V"^^ and -^-^/^\
2 2

The square root of 13 cannot be exactly found, i.e., cannot be expressed

as a positive or negative integer or fraction, though it may be found

to any degree of accuracy. Also, a line or other magnitude can be

constructed which would have for measure the square root of 13. We
are thus led to call ^^13 a number, an irrational number, in con-

trast to positive or negative integers or fiactions which are rational

numbers. Indeed, it is only after admitting the square root of 13 to

be a number that we can say that the equation x^ + 3a; - 1 = has two

roots.
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Next, consider the equation

a;2-2ic + 5 = 0.

The roots are found to be

2

The symbol y^ - 16 is a symbol of something for which no equivalent

exists among the numbers already treated, for the squai-e of any posi-

tive number or of any negative number is a positive number, and,

therefore, cannot equal — 16. After the analogy of the earlier exten-

sions, we shall call y - 16 a number, an imaginary number, to

distinguish it from those numbers previously considered which will be

called real numbers. These imaginary numbers are admitted as an

outcome of the laws of algebra, and they will be supposed to enter into

all operations in accordance with these laws. Thus, we say

j/^-16 = i/16x -l = |./16x|/-l = ±4|/-l,

and the roots of the equation x- - 2a; -f 5 = are

ldz2v/'^^

Also, it is only after admitting imaginary numbers that we can say

that the equation treated has roots.

A number, as 1 +^-^/ - 1, in which one part is real and the other

imaginary, is generally called a complex number.

It is readily seen that : The roots of the equation ax- -f 6a; -t- c =

will he

( 1 ) real and unequal^ ifh"^ 4ac,

(2) real and equal, ifh- = ^ac,

(3) complex, ifh^<^iac,

it being supposed that a, h, c, the given constants of the equation, are

real.
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EXERCISES

1. Resolve into linear factors :

x^+ 7x-5; 2x^- 7^+ 5;

3 - 5x - ix^ ; 7x- - llx + 5.

2. Solve the equations :

a;2-7a; + 3 =0; 3x^ - 4x-o =0;
7 -35c-5a;2 = 0; Sx^ - ll3j + 21 = 0.

3. Without solving the equations, determine the character of the roots

—

whether real or imaginary, and if real whether positive or negative—of the

following :

x^-9x+ 3= 0;2x-- 7x- 5 = 0;

2a;H55c + l = 0; 3x2 - 15a; + 10= 0.

4. Construct the equation whose roots exceed those of the ecjuation

.•2-7x + 3 =0by 1.

5. Construct the equation whose roots exceed those of the equation

ax' + bx+ c =Ohy }i.

6. Construct the equation whose roots are twice those of the ecjuation

x^-5x + S= 0.

7. Construct the equaticjn wliose roots are m times those of the ef^uation

ty x^+px + q^O.

8. Shew that each root of the equation hx'^ + 2kx + h = is the reciprocal

of the other.

9. If m and ?( are the roots of the equation 2.(;2 — 7x+ 3 == construct the

equation wliose roots are

(1) m^ and n^
; (2) - and -

; (3) m'n and mii^.
9/(. n

10. If m and n are the roots of the equation ax''+ hx + c = construct the

^^ecjuation whose roots are

(1) m^andii^; (2) I and!
; (3) -L and—

;m n m^ n"^

(4) m' and u^
; (5) vvn and mn^

; (6) - and - .

1 n VI

11. Find the condition that the etjuations x'+px + q = and x'4-rx + s=
may have a conniion root.

12. Find the conditions that tlie two e(iuations

ax2 + 6x + c = ; px^ + qx + r=

may have the same roots.
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13. Shew that the value of the expression »;'-3.x- + 2 is zero for ck = 1 or

a;= 2, is negative, for all values of x intermediate to 1 and 2, and is positive

for all values of o: exterior to the interval (1, 2).

14. Find for what values of x the expression x* - a: - 12 is zero, for what

values of x it is negative and for what values of x it is positive.

15. If the roots of the equation x^+px + q = are known to be real, .shew

that the expression x'^+jix + q is positive for values of x which are not roots

and which do not lie between the roots.

If tlie roots are known to be equal, or if they are known to be imaginary,

what can be inferred as to sign of the expression x'+px + q ?

16. Divide a given straight line of length a (units) so that the rectangle

contained by the whole and one part may be equal to the square on the other

part.

Interpret the roots in Euclid's construction.

6. Equations of Degree Higher than the Second. While the

general equation of the third degree and that of the fourth degree

admit solution it is not proposed to consider these .solutions. However,

there will be discussed certain examples of special types which do not

require for their solution a knowledge of equations of degree higher

than the second. The general equation of the fifth or of any higher

degree does not admit algebraic solution.

It is to be remarked that the term degree is applied to an equation

only after it has been brought to the standard form (if it is not already

in. that form) of a polynomial equated to zero. Thus, if an equation is

fractional in the unknown it has to be cleared of fractions with respect

to that unknown, or if it is irrational in the unknown it has to be

brought to a rational form, before we can speak of its degree. It goes

without saying that often the reduction can be anticipated and the

degree discovered.

As in the case of the quadratic equation, when an equation of any

degree is given in the form,

polynomial in x =

it will be seen that to a root of the equation corresjjonds a factor of the

polynomial. This fact is so important that a formal proof will be

given. The following lemma will first be proved

:
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LemniEl. Let f{x) he any polynomial in x ; when f{x) is divided

by X - m the remainder will he f{m), i.e., the result of substituting m,for

X in the polynom,ial.

Suppose /(x) divided by x-m, in the ordinary way, the division

terminating when a remainder not involving x is reached. The

quotient will be a polynomial, which denote by q{3c), and the remainder,

which denote by r, will not involve x. Then from the meaning of

division we have

fix) = q{x). (x -m) + r

an equality which holds for all values of x. Put, then, x =m and it

follows that

f{m) = q{rn). (rn — m) + r

= r.

Thus r, the remainder, is the result of substituting rti for x in the poly-

nomial.

Theorem. Letf{x) be any polynomial in x ; theyi, ifm is a root of

the equation f(x) = 0, must x -m be a factor off(x).

Since m is a root of f{x) = 0, then f(m) = 0. Let, now, f(x) be

divided hy x-m; as has been seen, the remainder is f{m). But f{m)
is known to be zero ; therefore, the remainder is zero, and consequently

X — m is a factor of f{x).

The proof of the converse theorem is immediate.

Ex. 1. Solve the equation

x"- 8x2+ 15 = 0.

This equation is of degree 4 in the unknown x, but if a;' is regarded as the

unknown the equation is quadratic. Then

{xy-9,{x') + lb = 0;

which is satisfied if a;* = 3 or if x-'= 5,

i.e., if a;= ± ;^.3, or if x= ± ,^'5.

Thus, the given equation of the/oitr/A degree has the/oi<r roots + ;,^/3, - y/3,

+ */5> - v'5, and the polynomial x*- 8x^+ 15 expressed as a product of

linear factors is

(x - V3) {x + V 3) (x - Jb) (x + ^Ib).
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F'X. S. Solve the equation

Plainly must
(x-l)(x'' + x + l)= 0.

The equation will be satisfied by those values of x which will make as - 1 and

x'^ + x + 1 separately zero, i.e., by the value 1 and the roots of

x^+ x + l=0,
which are found to be

^ and ^^ •

2 2

Thus, the given equation of the third degree has the three roots

2
'

2

The equation may be put in the form x^ = l whence it appears that x is the

cube root of unity, so that there are three sucli cube roots, one real, the

other two imaginary. The two imaginary roots are the roots of the equation,

03^ + X + 1 = 0.

Denote these roots by -ni and n. Then

m'= l, n^ = l, m+ n= - 1, mw= l.

Multiply both sides of the last relation by m-. Then

Butm»= l.

n = m^,

and consequently, each imaginary root is equal to the square of the other.

Therefore, if one imaginary root be denoted by w, tlie three cube roots of

unity are
I, (J, U-.

The relation mn = l declares that each imaginary root is the reciprocal of the

other.

These relations should be verified by actual computation.

Ex. 3. Solve
12.x* + 4a;* - 41a;^ + 4.x + 12 = 0.

This equation of the fourth degree is of special form, the co-efficients of the

terms equidistant from the beginning and the end of the arranged polynomial

being equal. The method of solution of such equations is as follows :
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Divide each side of the equation by a;' ; this is permissible since a; is a

root of the equation and it is seen that x= is not a root. Then

12x2+ 4a:-41 + 4.i + 12.i=0
X x'

Now a;^ + - differs from the square of a: + - by 2 ; supply then 2 within the
x' X

brackets of the first term, i.e., virtually 2 x 12, and correct by subtracting 24.

Then

12(^x- + iy + 4(^x+ l:j-65 = 0.

If x + - be regarded as the unknown this last is a quadratic equation. By
X

solving it is seen to be satisfied by

^1 13 ^1 5
x + - = —, or x-\-- = — - .

a; 6' X 2

Take (I) a: +-=-
x 6

6x^ — 13a; + 6= 0, whence x= - or - .

3 2

Take (II) a; + - = --
^ ' a; 2

2a:^+ 5.x + 2= 0, whence a;= -2 or-- •

2

Tlierefore the equation has the four roots

3' if ^1 2-

Tlie e([uations I and II both being of the form

a: + - =A:
X'

or, when reduced, of tlie form

a;2-Ax- + l =

will have the product of their roots ecjual to 1, t'.e., each the reciprocal of the

other. On this account an e(iuation of the tyi)e proposed will have roots

which fall iiilo pairs of reciprocal numbers. Sucii an equation is called a

reciprocal equation.
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Ex. 4. Solve.

(x + 1) {x + 2) {x + 3) (x + 4)= 1680.

If the first and the last factors on the left are multiplied, and also the mean
factors the equation takes the form

(x^ + 5x + 4) {x"+ 5a; + 6) = 1680.

Now, treat a' + 5x + 4 as the unknown, for the time being, and denote it by it.

Therefore, the equation becomes

i(0( + 2) = 1680

or

«H2!(-1680=
.-. «= 40 or -42.

a;^ + 5x + 4 = 40

.-. a;^+5x-36=
.-. x= -9 or + 4.

a;2+ 5a;+4= -42

.-. a;2+ 5a; + 46=

Take (I)

Take (II)

-5+r/-159
X = =-i^

2

The roots of the proposed equation of the fourth degree — four in number
— are

4-9 -5 + 1/ -159 -5-I/-159

of which two are imaginary.

Ex. 5. Solve.

2a;2+ 6a;-y'a;(x+ 3)-l = 17.

It is readily seen that if this equation is rationalized it will be of the fourth

degree. To avoid passing to an equation of this degree it is well to examine

the forms appearing in the equation. By writing the equation thus :

2(a;2 + 3x) - v/x'+ 3x - 1 - 17 =

it is seen that x occurs only in the grouping a;'^ + 3x, or a;^4-3a; - 1 since the

radical signs requires that x^ + 3x - 1 be treated as a single quantity. We,

therefore, write the equation thus :

2(a;2+ 3x - 1) - i/a;2 + 3x - 1 - 15 = 0.



Denote i/x^+ Sx - 1 by u.

which is a quadratic in u.

Take (I) M = 3.

Take(n)i«=-§.
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2u2-n-15=0.

l/a;^+ 3x- 1 = 3

x''+ 3x- 1 = 9

a;2 + 3x-10=

a; =2 or -5.

.-. /a;2 + 3ic- 1= -§

x'+ 3x~ 1= 2.5

a;2 + 3a;-2/=-0

-3±t/38
2

Thus, the original equation, virtually of the fottrth degree, has the four roots

2 _5 -3 + 1/38 -3-/38
'

' 2 ' 2

Of these roots, only the first two satisfy the equation if in evaluating

/a;'^+ 3x--l we take only the positive root. The solution does not regard

this limitation, and in its larger sense the equation should be said to have

four roots.

EXERCISES

Solve the following equations :

1. 10jc«- 29x^+ 21 = 0.

2. 35x* - 39a;3 - 4^;^ - 39x + 35= 0.

3. (x + 3) (x+ 4) (a;+ 5) (x + 6) = 5040.

4. (2x-|-l)(x-3) -^x'+ x(x-5)+n = 16.

^ 3x 4+ x^ 25

4 + x^ 3x 12

G. 12x*-8x'-15x»-8x+ 12 = 0. -*

7. x*-l=0. W-o-eV^

8. (x^+ 7x-5)(a;+ 3)(a; + 4) = 1050.

9. irx +20-fxTl = l.

10. (x + 3)»-i/(x+ l)(x + 5)+ 25= 89.
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7. Simultaneous Equations of the First Degree. In the

ixpression 2x + 2>y- 13, the numbers 2, 3, - 13 are constants and the

numbers x, y are variables, and the expression is a function of x and y
depending for its value on the values assigned to x and y.

Consider now the equation

or which is the same thing

2x+Zy-U=

2.x + 3y/ = 13.

Plainly, it is an easy matter to find solutions of this equation, for if to y

be assigned any value whatever, the equation determines a value of x

which with that of y constitutes a solution. Thus, if 3/ = 1 it is found

that X = 5, and thus ic = 5, ?/ = 1 is a solution. The equation then imposes

only a partial restraint upon the variables in the expression 2x+ 3y - 13,

makino' the variation of one determine the variation in the other. The

following table exhibits a series of solutions :

x = %h
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at the scmie time. Since we now suppose x and y to denote any such

values, the x and the y in the two equations are the same. Multiplying

both sides of (1) by 2 and both sides of (2) by 3 we have the equivalent

set

4a; +62/ = 26 (3)

9a; + 62/ = 36. (4)

Therefore, by subtraction

5a; =10

Substituting this value of x in either equation we find the value of y to

be 3, so that a; = 2, y = 3 is the only solution common to the two equa-

tions. Thus, the tioo linear equations in x and y serve completely to

determine the values of x and y.

In the same way the two general linear equations in two unknowns

ax + by = c,

a'x + b'y = c',

are seen to have one and only one solution, namely,

cb' — c'b ca' - c'a
x = y ^ — .

ab' - a'b
'

ba - b'a

If it is a question of linear equations in three variables, a similar

examination will shew that

:

(1) One linear equation allows any values ivhatever to be assigned

to two of the variables, these two values determining that of the remaining

variable.

(2) Tico linear equations alloiv any value whatever to be assigned

to one of the variables, this value determining those of the remaining

variables.

(3) Three linear equations determine comj)letely the values of the

three variables.

These statements are made on the supposition that the equations

are independent and consistent. Thus, the equations

x + 2y- z = Z

2x+iy-2z = &
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are not independent, the one following from the other, and should not

be spoken Of as two equations ; also, the equations

x + 2y -z=7

cannot both be true, i.e., are inconsistent, x, y, z, being supposed finite,

and, therefore, cannot both aid in determining values of x, y, z.

EXERCISES

Solve the following systems of equations :

1. 5x + 7i/
= 50,

4x+ 5i/=37.

,^ 2 ^ _y
-'^

* 3 6 2'

a; 3j/ 1

5
"10^2"

//

ac + y x-y
-^ 3-= ^^'

^+^^= 22.

x+ 2y+ 3;= 14,

2x + 3i/+ 52= 23,

3a; + 5y+ 73= 34.

5, a;-i/+ 2= ll,

2x-3t/+ 9s= 21,

3x+ 4y-5s= 17.

8. Simultaneous Equations Involving the Unknowns to a

Degree Higher than the First. In this Art, will be given the

solutions of certain examples which illustrate classes of equations which

may be solved without appeal to the solutions of equations of the third

or the fourth degree.

Ex. 1. Solve,
2x-Sy = 3]

x^-xy + 2x/+ x-4y= 7J

Here one of the given equations is linear and the other quadratic in the

unknowns. Substitute in the quadratic for one of the unknowns its value,

found from the linear equation, in terms of the other unknown.
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From the linear equation

2 '

Therefore, by substitution in the quadratic equation,

or lly2+ 2i/-13=0,

a quadratic in y, as was easily foreseen.

.-. y = l or -\\.

If y= l, X, which equals -^ , is found to be 3.

If 1/= -
}f, cc which equals -^ , is found to be — ^.

The solutions then are

(x= 3, j/= l), {x= - /j, y= -
If).

Any system of equations of the kind in question will, then, admit two

solutions.

Ex. 2. Solve

2x'-4a;y+ 3y2= 61 .jv

x^+ xy-2y'^= 7j

The two equations are here quadratics. In general, two such equations can

be solved only by solving a general equation of the fourth degree. The
equations given are, however, of special form in that they contain no terms

of one dimension.

Since the e(|uations are presumably satisfied by some values of x and y,

the value of y will be equal to the value of x multiplied by some number,

not yet known. We may put, then,

y = vix (2)

where m, is a new unknown.

Substitute in the given equations : then

2x'^ — 4ma;*+ Swi^x*= 6

x'+ mx - 2>n';

or

a;2(2-4m + 3m2) = 61

x\l + m-2m-)= 7f

Then, by the division of ecjual (quantities,

2-4m+ 3 >n'_6

l +m-2m- 7

(4).
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Tliei), clearing of fractions, we have

33m'-34m+ 8=
.-. m= |oriV

Take first m= ^. Then substituting in the last of equations (4) we have

or a;=+ 3 or - 3

' -^
y. since i!= mx, and m= *.

If a;=-3, y=-2/' -^ ' ^

Take next, m=]*i. Then, as before,

. 11or x= + — or
l/19

11

|/19'

Tf ^ 11 4
If X= + — , 1/= —

i/i9'
-^

v'le

Tf 11 4
It a;= — _,•!/=— —

l/19'
-^ |/19j

., since y= mx, and m— ^j.

Thus, the tivo quadratic equations in two unhioivns yield the four solutions

x=+3
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EXERCISES

Solve the following systems of equations :

1. x+y= 7,

x^+ Sxtj - 5i/ + 2x-y= 12.

2. x+ y= 8,

a;2 + 1/^= 34.

3. x-+ xy= 30,

6a3^ — y'= 5.

4. 2a;2-3a-t/+ 5.v'=7,

x'+ 5x1/ — lly- = 3.

5. a;»+i/ = 189,

a; + y= 9,

6. x^+xY+ y*= 21,

x^+xy+ y'= 7.

7. 3x+ 4i/= 18,

2x^-7a;i/-i/^+ 5cc + lli/= 0.

8. xy= 42,

a;2+ 1/^= 85.

9. 4a[;+ 6y= jcy,

12x + 9y= 2xy.

10. 2(a;Hy^)-3(cc + i/)= 5,

4jC2/= 15.

11. 3x + 5y =4x''-6./,

2ic+ 12y=£cHy'.

EXAMPLES

1. Plot the curve (i.e., construct the graph) of the function

a^ - 2a.-2 - 5a: + 5

for values of x between - 3 and 4, and state any inferences as to the

nature and value of the roots of the equation

a;3 - 2a;2 _ 5a; + 5 = 0.

(Note.—Denote the function by y in place of n as earlier. The

axes will be X'OX, YOY', the former the a;-axis and tlie latter the y-axis

for measurements determining the curve.)
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2. The population of a city at certain stated dates is given by the

table :

Date
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7. Plot the curve of the function

x^ - 5x^+ 11a; - 14

between x = and x = 4, and obtain an approximate value of a root of

the equation

a;3-5a;2+ lice -14 = 0.

8. Find the values of in if the equation

(m-1) X- - {hn + 4) x + (7m + 1) =

is known to have equal roots.

9. One root of the equation

x^-{k+l) x+(2k+\) =

is known to exceed the other by 2. Find the values of k and find the

roots that meet this condition.

10. The difference between the roots of the equation ax^ + 6a; + c = is

equal to the difference between the roots of the equation px^ + qx + r =
shew that

11. Solve

12. Solve

13. Solve

14. Solve

15. Solve

16. Solve

17. Solve

18. Solve

(x + 3) (x + 5) (.X- + 7) (x + 9) = 3465.

2a;2 + 6a; - 41 = ]/'x^ + 3a; + 7.

9a;4 - 51a;'^ + 88*2 _ 51a; + 9 = 0.

a;5=l.

a;6=l.

3a;'- - 5x1/ - 7aj + 1 ly + 1 4 = 0,

4a;- y- 7 = 0.

xy + x + i/=ll,

xy {x + y) = 30.

a,-2 +2a;y=16,

X1/+ 2/2 = 15.
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19. Solve

3x'2 + x-y - 27/2 _ 1 gy

20. Solve

a; +y = 4,

a;4 + y4 = 82.

21. Shew that an integral quadratic function can be resolved into

linear factors in only one way.

Woxdd (2a; - 3) (x - 2), (x - |) {2x - 4), 2 (.x- - f )
(x - 2) be regarded

as different factor-expressions of 2a-2 - 7x + 01

22. The expression ax^ + bx- \\ is known to be equal to - 7 if x = 4,

and to be equal to 4 if a; = 5. Find its value if « = 3.

23. Find the price of eggs a dozen when 15 more in a dollar's worth

would mean a reduction of 4 cents on the price.

24. Two travellers A and B set out at the same time from two

places P and Q respectively, and travel so as to meet. When they

meet it is found that A has trav^elled 30 miles more than B, and that

A will reach Q in 4 days, and B will reach P in 9 days, after they meet.

Find the distance between P and Q.

25. Divide a line 40 inches long into two parts such that the liypote-

nuse of the right-angled triangle of which the two parts are the sides

shall be the least possible.

26. An article is sold at a loss of as much per cent, as it is worth in

dollars. Shew that it cannot be sold for more than 25 dollars.

27. The base of a semi-circle whose radius is a is divided into two

parts and on these parts as bases semi-circles are described. How must

the base be divided if the area bounded by the three circles is to be a

maximum 1
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RATIO AND PROPORTION

1. Preliminary. When two different numbers, as for example 2

and 3, are given, the fact of difference may be regarded in different

ways. Thus, we may say that the absolute difference is 1, meaning
that 2 is less than 3 by 1, or that 3 is greater than 2 by 1 ; or we may
consider the relative values of tlie two numbers and say that 2 is two
thirds of 3 or that 3 is tliree halves of 2. In regarding two numbers
in this latter way we arrive at the concept of ratio, and we see that

the ratio of 2 to 3 (in symbols 2 : 3) is expressed by the fraction |.

The ratio of two numbers being expressed by a fraction, we may
speak of the value of a ratio and may study the properties of ratios in

the fractions by which they are represented. Indeed, all the theorems

proved with respect to fractions are theorems in ratios.

In the ratio 2: 3, the numbers 2 and 3 are called the terms of the

ratio, the former the antecedent, and the latter the consequent.

If two numbers are equal we still speak of their ratio
; this ratio is

expressed by the number 1 and is called a ratio of equality. A
ratio of two positive numbers in which the antecedent exceeds the

consequent is called a ratio of greater inequality; one, in which the

antecedent is less than the consequent, a ratio of less inequality.

One ratio is equal to, greater tlian, or less than another according

as the fraction wliich represents that ratio is equal to, greater than, or

less than tlie fraction representing the other ratio. When two ratios

are equal the four numbers in order are said to be in proportion.
Thus, 2, 3, 10, 15 are in proportion since

210
3"15"

The statement of the proportion in sj'rabols is

2:3:: 10: 15
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which is read, ttvo is to three as ten is to fifteen. To find whether or

not four given numbers are in proportion it is necessary only to

examine whether or not two fractions are equal.*

When several numbers in sequence as a, h, c, d, are such

that a:h::b:c::c:d:: , these numbers are said to be in con-

tinued proportion.

If three numbers a, b, c, are in continued proportion h is said to

-be a mean proportional between a and c, and c is said to be a third

proportional to a and b.

If there are several (say three) ratios as a :b, c'.d,e:f, the ratio

ace: bdf is said to be compounded of the given ratios, and hence if

there are several (say four) numbers in sequence p, q, r, s, then the

ratio p -.s \Si said to be compounded of the ratios 2^ '-^i 'l'-
'^1 ''

• *•

The ratios a'^-.h'^, a^ -.b^, are called the duplicate, the trip-

licate of the ratio a : b.

2. The following propositions are of importance :

(I). A ratio ofless inequality is increased, a ratio of greater inequality

is diminished, and a ratio of equality is imchanged by the addition of

the same positive number to each term.

Let the ratio he a:b where a and b are positive, and let the positive

number k be added to each term so that the resulting ratio is a + k:

b + k. The two ratios are expressed by the fractions

a a + k

b' b + k

Then
a + k a _ b(a + k) - a{b + k)

b + k
" b~ F{b + k)

_ (b - a)k

b{b + k)

Now, k, b,b + k are positive so that the sign of this last fraction is that

of b - a. Therefore the diflference - - is positive, negative or
b+k b

* In contrast with the definition and treatment of pi'oportion here given, Euclid's definition

and treatment appear difficult and forced. This is due to the fact that Euclid provides for cases

not here contemplated, namely, those in which appear irrational numbers of tvhatever kind. To
establish a theory of operations of such numbers is certainly not easier than to comprehend the

meaning and feel the beauty of his definition.
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zero according as h is greater than, less than, or equal to, a. Thus, the

ratio a:h has been increased if h is greater than a, i.e., if the ratio is

one of less inequality ; diminished, if b is less than a, i.e., if the ratio

is one of greater inequality ; and unchanged if h is equal to a, i.e., if

the ratio is one of equality.

(II). If a:h and c : d are two unequal ratios ofpositive quantities^ the

ratio a + c:h + dis intermediate in value to these two ratios.

The given ratios are expressed by

b d

Let - be the greater of these fractions and denote its value bv k. Then
b

b

Also l<yt

a = bk

c

d

c<dk
a + c<bk + dk,

i.e., a + c<(b + d)k

a+ c J
. a+ c a<k: I.e., ^-.

b+d b+d^b

T T, a+ c c
in hke manner ^ -.

b + d^d

Therefore, the ratio a + c -.b + d lies in value between a : b and c : d.

This theorem can easily be generalized.

(ITT). If four quantities are proportionals, the 2^foduct of the

extremes is equal to the jn-oduct of the means.

Let a:b::c:d; it is required to prove that ad— be. It is given that

a _ e*

b^ d'

Multiply each side of this equality by bd. Then

ad — be.

Conversely if ad = be then shall a '.b r.c :d.
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For if

ad = he

then, by dividing each side by bd, we obtain

a _ c

b
~

d'

i.e., a:h wc-.d.

Cor. If ad=bc, it is ^j/a/n also that

ah
c d

'

therefore, ij" a : b : : c : d it Jollows that a:c::b: d.

(IV). If a :b ::c .d then each ratio is equal to the ratio expressed by

la + mc
lb + md

Since - and - are equal, we may denote their common value by v.

b d

Then a = bv, c = dv, and

la + mc lbv+ nidv

lb + md lb + tad

_v (lb + md)

lb + Did

= ?', the common value of -, -.
b d

The theorem may be shewn to be true without introducing the quantity v.

For if

a _c
b~d
a _b
c d

. la _ lb
'

' c d

. la lb
. . _ + m= - +m

c d

la + tnc lb + m,d
i.e., —

c d

la + mc

tnen

, la + mc c / a\

lb +md^ d\^ b)'
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The theorem may l)e stated thus :

Jf tivo fractions are equal, each is equal to the quotient of the sum

(or difference) of any mtdtij^les of their numerators by the sum (or

difftrence) of the same multiples of corresjwnding denominators.

,~.r. T,> a G ^, la +mb Ic +md
(V). IJ _ = _ , then =

,

b d pa + qb pc + qd

Since ^ _ _ it follows that - = - . By theorem (IV) each of these
b d c d

, , , • . , la + mb , , pa + qb
latter is equal to , as also to ' ±~ .

Ic + md pc + qd

, la + m b pa+ qb

Ic + md 2)c + qd

. la +mb Ic +md
' ' pa+ qb ^>c + 5'(i

The theorem may be given verbal statement.

3. Illustrative Examples. The following examples may repay

study :

Ex. 1. If ax- by = 0, find the ratio of x to y.

Since

ax -by= 0,

it follows that

ax= by.

Therefore, dividing each side by ay, we have

X b

y a

i.e., X : 1/ :: 6 : a.

Thus : A homogeneous linear equation in x and y, i.e., one which, when
brought to the form in wliic-h zero is tlie right number, has every term of

one dimension in x and y, while allowing x and y each to have different

values, determines the ratio of x to y.

Ex. 2. If

ax + h\j-\-cz = (i

and px-\-q\j-\-r^ =
find tlie ratios x '.y :%.

Here we have two homogeneous linear e(juations in x, y, z. As has been

seen two such equations do not determine x, y, z, and x, y, z may vary while

satisfying the et^uations.
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Multiplying each member of the first ecjuatioii by r and each member of

the second by c, we have,

arx+ bry + crz

=

cpx+ cqy + crz

=

Therefore, eliminating z, we have

x(cp - ar) - y(br - cq) =

x{c2) - ar) = y(hr - cq)

X _br - cq

y cp - ar

or ^ ^ y .

br - cq cp - ar

By eliminating y we have in like manner

br — cq aq - bp

Therefore, the relations

^ _ V ^ :

br — cq cp - ar aq - bp

give the ratios x '.y -.z.

Thus, while x, y, z may vary, the variation is such as to keep the ratios

X :y \z constant.

The expressions for these ratios are important, and it is easy to devise a

method of writing them down from the three triads

X y
a h

\p q r:

Ex. 3. Solve
2x -3y + z = 0,

X +2y -2z = 0,

From the first two equations

X y

6-2 ~ 1+4
~
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Substitute in the third of the given equations.

.-. 16fcH50fc2-49/c'-' =68
A--= 4

A'=+2or - 2

.'. the solutions are

(1) (x= 8,y= 10, z= 14),

(2) (x= -8, y= -10, z= -14).

EXAMPLES

1. If 12a;'- - 'ilxy + 35?/- = find the ratio of x to y.

2. For what value of x will 5 +x, 7 +x, 1 1 + a:; be in continued

proportion ?

3. Find the number which added to each terra of the ratio 5 : 8 will

yield the ratio 4 : 5.

4. The lengths of two rectangles are in the ratio a: a ; their

breadths are in the ratio b : b'. Find the ratio of their areas.

5. Find the mean proportional between 12 and 75.

6. If _ = _ , then will
6 d

, , ^ a% 4- ab"^ c-d + cd
\ ' Tli Ti ^^ "

(2)

3aio + 76io 3c^P + 7(/i«

Shew that these are illustrations of the theorem : If - — ^ then, any
b d

fractionformed with numerator and denominator hoinogeneous in a and

b will be equal to the fraction similarlyformed of c and d.

7.
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= - , then

,, , Za^ + VIC- + ne- pee + qea + rac

(2)

lU^ + m<P 4- nf' pdf+ qfb + rhd '

a^ + c^ + e^ ace

P + d^+f^^bdf

/q\ {la + mc + ne)^ _ (c + e){e + a){a + c)

^ ' {Ib+md + n/y ~
(d +/){/+ b){b + d)

'

Shew that these are illustrations of the theorem :
" //" two or more

fractions are equal, then any fraction ivliose numerator is a homogeneous

expression in the niunerators, and denominator an. expression similarly

formed of the denominators, is equal to any other fraction tvhose numer-

ator is homoyeneoiis and of the same degree in the nu^merators, and

denominator similarly formed of the denominators^

9. If

I m n

b - c c - a a -b^
then

10. If

then

/ + »i + n =

x + y y + ~ z + x

x-y'^{y-z)~l {z-x)

20.7: + 211/ + 6c =

and of the quantities x, y, z, supposed real, two are of one sign and the

remaining one of opposite sign.

11. If

then x = y = z.

12. If

then

13. If

y

y + z z + x x + y

y
b + c - a c + a -b a + b -

c

(b-c) x + {c-a) y + {a-b) z = 0.

a b c

y? -yz 2/2 _ zx z^ - xy

then ax + by + cz = {a + b + c) {x + y + z).
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y
b+c-a c+a-b a+b-c

then (a + b + c) {yz + zx + xy) = (x + y + z) (ax + bi/ + cz).

15. If - =? = - then
a b c

16. If

then

ar* y^ z^ (x + y + z)^

a^ 6- c- {a + b + c)2

X y z

a b c

a;2 + a2 y2 + 62 ~2 + c2 ^ (.X- + y + ^)2 + (g + ft + c^-S

a; + a y + i 2 + c U' + y + 2) + (a + 6 + c)

17. Solve

X ~ 5v + 2? = 0.

7x + Oy - 62 = 0,

2/3 - 2zx + xy = 4.

18. Solve

19. Solve

lx-\\y + z = 0,

13sc + 5y- 492 = 0,

3a;2 _ 52/2 - s2 _ 3. + 2y - 2.

2/2 - 32.X' + 2xy = 0,

5t/2 + 6ca' - 1 Sx-y = 0,

4a,-- 5y + "2 =21.

20. Shew that the three equations

a- + y - 2 = 0,

7a- - 9y + 32 = 0,

2a- + 5?/- 32 = 0,

cannot all be true.
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21. If - = - then will ax + by be a mean proportional between
a b

x^ + if- and a- + b"^, and conversely.

22. If - = ^ = 1 then will
a b c

(a2 + 6- + c2) (x-2 + 2/2 + ^2) = (ax- + 6i/ + czf

and conversely.

23. If -
, -, - are three ratios, not all equal, of positive quanti-

a b c

ties, and if Z. m, n are positive, then the ratio

Ix 4- «22/ + nz

la + m6 + no

lies in value between the greatest ana the least of the given ratios.



CHAPTER III

VARIATION

1 . Preliminary. In the applications of algebra there frequently-

present themselves quantities which are undergoing or may be supposed

to undergo change, so that the numbers wliich measure them are vari-

ables. Any problem concerned with such variable quantities will

involve two or more variable numbers, and these numbers are related

so that a change in any one will cause at least one other number to

change. That part of the subject which has to do with such related

variables and the laws of their dependence on one another is called

variation.

The following illustrations should be examined in order that the

formal tlieoi'ems may be more readily understood.

Illustration 1. An observer on a railway train notes that at a

certain instant he is passing a mile-post ; at the end of 1^ minutes he

notes that he passes the next mile-post, at the end of 3 minutes the

next, at the end of 4^ minutes the next, at the end of 6 minutes the

next, and at the end of 7^ minutes the next. What infei-ence is to be

drawn as to the motion of the train 1

Let s (miles) be the distance travelled by the train in t (minutes)

from the tinie when the observation began. As time passes t changes

and s varies ^oith t, or, in other words, a change in t necessitates a

change in s.

Now let us take note of the observed facts. When t changes from

1^ to 3, s changes from 1 to 2, and, as ^^_._, the cliange in s is pro-

portionate to the change in t ; next when t changes from 3 to 4i,

3 2
s changes from 2 to 3, and as — = - the change in s is proportionate to

the change in t, and so for tlie other given values of .s and t. Tt thus

appears that the change in s is proportionate to the change in t, and

we infer that the train is moving uniformly.
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When two variable quantities are so related that any change in the

one implies a proportionate change in the other, then each is said to

vary as the other.

Here s varies as t (or t varies as s), and this is written

Sect.

Illustration 2. A small bullet is allowed to fall freely from a height

and at the end of 1 sec, 2 sec, 3 sec. it is found to have fallen through

16-1 ft., 64-4 ft., 144-9 ft. What seems to be the relation between

the time measured from the instant the bullet was let fall and the

distance through which it has fallen in that time ?

Let t and s measure the time and distance in question. It is at

once plain that s while varying tvith t does not vary as t. As t changes

161 1 12
from 1 to 2, s changes from 16'1 to 64*4 ; now, =- = — , so that

64-4 4 22

the change in s is proportionate to the change in the square of t. So

wlien t changes from 2 to 3, .s changes from 64-4 to 1449, and, as

. = _ = "L , the change in s is proportionate to the change in the
144-9 9 32' h i' f

square of t. Hence, from the observations given we are led to suppose

that s varies as the square of t. Investigations shew that this is the

law of bodies falling freely. We say then that s varies as t-, and write

Sozf-.

Illustration 3. The volume of a certain gas under pressure 14

(pounds to the square inch) is 108 (cubic feet); under pressure 21 the-

volume is found to be 72, and under pressure 28 the volume is found

to be 54. In what way do the volume and the pressure seem to be

related ?

Let J) and v denote the measures of the pressure and the

volume.

When p changes from 14 to 21, v changes from 108 to 72 ; now 14:21

1 1

as 2:3, and 108:72 as 3:2 or as ^ : o so that the change in the

volume is proportionate to the change in the recipi'ocal or the inverse

of the pi'essure. The same is found for the change from pressure 21
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to pressure 28 so that when the pressures are as 2:3:4 the volumes

are as _ : ^ : . Here v is said to vary inversely as p and we write

1
Voc-.

P

2. Theorem. The follo^ving theorem is the one fundamental

proposition for the case in which appear only two variables of which

one may be called the dependent, the other the independent variable.

If yazx, and if x he alloived to vary, then the value of y corres-

ponding to any value taken hij x is equal to the jn-oduct of that value of

X and some constant number, i.e., a number which, as x and therefore y
change, does not change.

Here x and y are the measures of quantities so that we may speak

of the ratio x -.y while it miglit not be permissible to speak of the ratio

of the quantities measured by them.

Let x take any values x^, x.^, x.^, x^, and let the corresponding

values of y he y^, y.„ y.^, y^,

Then since y<xiX

Similarly

it follows that, as x and therefore y change, the ratio of y to x does not

change, i.e.,

^ = A; (a constant)
X

:. y = kx

as it was I'equired to prove.

Conversely : Ify and x are ttvo related variables and if, as x and
therfore y change, y = kx where k is a constant, *hen y<xx.
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For let x^, x^ be ani/ two values of x, and y^, y^ the corresponding

values of y. Then by the condition given

.". by division

y^ = KX^

2/0 a;£

Thus, «wy change in the value of x requires a proportionate change in

the value of y, i.e., yozx.

Ex. 1. The velocity of a particle falling freely from rest varies as the

time from rest. At the end of 1^ seconds the velocity is observed to be 483
feet a second. Find the relation giving the velocity in terms of the time, and

the velocity at the end of 2 seconds.

Let V (feet a second) be the velocity at the end of time t (seconds) from

rest. Then by the given condition

vozt

.: v= kt

where k is a constant whose value is to be found.

If i = l^, yis48-3.
.-. 48-3= /cxli

A-= 32-2.

The value of k having been found we may write

v= S2-2t

as the relation giving v in terms of t.

If t= 2, r= 32"2x 2 = 64'4, and the velocity at the end of 2 seconds is

64'4 feet a second.

Ex. 2. The space through which a particle falls freely from rest is known
to vary as the square of the time from rest. In 1 second a particle is

ol)served to fall 16'1 feet. Find the relation connecting the space and the

time, the space through which the particle would fall in 3 seconds, and the

space through which it would fall in the third second.

Let t and s measure the time in seconds and the space in feet from rest.

Then
Sczf

:. s= kf

where k is a constant whose value is not yet known.
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If < = 1, s= l61.
.-. 161 =fcxP

A- = 16-1.

Thus the relation connecting s and t is

s= 16-lil

If f = 3, s= 16"l x3^= 144'9, and the space through which the particle

falls in 3 seconds is 144 '9 feet.

Similarly, in 2 seconds the particle falls through 16'lx2^ or 64 '4 feet.

Therefore in the thix'd second the particle falls through 144 9 -64 "4 or 80 "5

feet.

Ex. 3. The volume of a gas under change of pressure varies inversely as

the pressure. The volume of a certain quantity of gas under pressure 15

(pounds on the square inch) is 96 (cubic feet). Find the volume under a

pressure of 18.

Let V and p measure the volume and the pressure in the units indicated.

Then
1

I'CC _

, 1
.. v=k.-

P

where k is a constant whose value is not yet known.

If2>= 15, i- = 96.

.-. 96= A-.J^
15

.-. A-= 15x96

.-. (=15x96.1.
P

Therefore, if ^^= 18, i'= 15x96x — = 80 and the volume of the gas under
18

pressure 18 is 80 cubic feet.

EXERCISES

1. The area of a circle is known from geometry to vary as the square of

the radius. The area of a circle of radius 3^ is found to measure 385. Find

the formula for the area of a circle.

2. The surface of a sphere is known to vary as the square of the radius.

.\ sphere of radius 1| is foinid to have a surface area of 38'5. Find the

fornuila for the area of the surface of a sphere.
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3. The volume of a sphere varies as the cube of its radius. Metal spheres

of radii 3, 4, 5 are melted and cast into a single sphere. Find its radius.

4. The illumination from a source of light varies inversely as the square

of the distance. At what distance ironi the source must a small sheet of

paper be placed to receive 3^ times as much light as when at a distance 15 feet

from the source ? (Why a sniull sheet ?)

5. The square of the time of a planet's revolution about the sun varies as

the cube of its mean distance from the sun. The mean distances of Venus

and the Eartli being given as in the ratio of 18 : 25 find in days the time of

revolution of Venus.

6. If X and y vary in such a way that their product is constant, then y
varies inversely as x or x varies inversely as y.

3. Problems Involving more than Two Variables. Up to

this point only two variables have appeared in any problem. In tlie

following example appear three variables :

Sx. From geometry it is known that the area of a rectangle depends

only on its base and its altitude ; it is known also that the area varies

as the base when the altitude is constant and as the altitude when the

base is constant. It is required to study the variation in the area

when both the base and the altitude vary.

Let A, b, h measure the area, the base and the height of a rectangle

ABCD. Let b change to any value b'{ = AE) and h to miy value

h'{ = AG), and as a result suppose A to change to A'. We seek a

relation between the old values A, 6, h, and the new values A', b', K.
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First, suppose b to change to b', h not changing, so that the

rectangle ABCD becomes the rectangle AEHD, and let the area of

AEHD be Aj. In this change the base has changed, the altitude not

changing, and therefore by what is given

Ai 6' -

'

Next, suppose h to change to A', b' not changing, so that the

lectangle AEHD becomes the rectangle ABCD. In this change the

altitude has changed, the base not changing, and therefore by what is

given

Ai_^ (II).
A' ~h' ^ '

Therefore from (I) and (II), by multiplication,

A
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In passing from tlie first to the second, y changes, z remaining

constant.

.-. —=y- (I).

a-j y'

In passing from the .second to tlie bhird, z changes, y remaining

constant.

/. ^^^ (II).

Then from (I) and (II), by multiplication,

X
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Ex. 2. It is shewn in works on geometry that the volume of a cone varies

as the square of the radius of the base when the altitude is constant and as

the altitude when the base is constant. A cone of height 1 and with a base

of radius 1 is measured and found to be |f . Find the formula for the volume

of a cone.

Let (', h, r measure the volume, the altitude and the radius of the base of

the cone. Then

vozr^ when h is constant

also vozh when )•- (or r) is constant

.'. V cc hr^

:. v= h.hr\

where k is constant.

If r=l and /i = l, we are given that y= ff

I. _ 2 2

the formula required.

Ex. 3. The volume of a gas depends upon the temperature and the

j)ressure. In works on physics it is given that the volume varies as the

absolute temperature when the pressure is kept constant and inversely as

the pressure when the temperature is kept constant. The volume of a

certain quantity of gas at absolute temperature 273 and under pressure 14

(pounds on the square inch) is 78 (cubic feet) ; find its volume at temperature

309 and under pressure 20.

Lett', t, p measure the voluiue of the gas, the absolute temperature and

the pressure^ Then

-yoc -, when t is constant
;

P

also vozt, when - (or p) is constant.

P

:. vol - . t

P

. . v= k. -
P

wjiere /; is constant for *-Iie quantity of gas in question.
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If t= 273 and p==14 it is given that t'= 78,

27c

14
78=/c.?^.

fc=4.

Therefore if t= 300 and p = 20,

= 4.1.

. 300 ^^
^'= 4 . —- = 60.

20

The volume required is then 60 cubic feet.

In all problems like the preceding, in which the value of the

constant is found, it is to be noted that, when magnitudes of different

kinds appear, the value found depends upon the choice of the units of

measurement.

EXERCISES

1. The volume of a pyramid is shewn in works on geometry to vary as (the

area of) the base when the altitude is constant, and as the altitude when the

base is constant. A certain pyramid whose base and altitude measure 18

and 5 is found to have 30 as the measure of its volume. Find the formula

for the volume of a pyramid in terms of its base and altitude.

2. If V, h, r measure the volume, the altitude and the radius of the base of

a cylinder, it is known that vozh if r is constant, and yocj-^ if h is constant.

For a cyhnder in which r= 2 and h = 5 it is found that i;= 62'8320. Find

the formula for the volume of a cylinder, and also the volume of a cylinder

for which r = 3, h = 7.

3. The weight of a coin of gold alloy varies as the square of its diameter,

and as its thickness. When the thickness is O'lcm. and the diameter is

2cm., the weight is 5'91g ; find the weight of a coin of the same alloy of

thickness 0"2cm. and diameter 3cm.

4. Given that y is equal to the sum of two quantities of which one is

constant and the other varies as x, and that y = l when x= l, while y= ~1
when x= 2, find

(1) y when x = 0'b ;

(2) X when y= 0.

5. li xoz- when z is constant, and xoc -when y is constant, where y and z

y z ^

are independent, then when y and ; both vary xoz—
yz
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EXAMPLES j'^

1. The velocity (v) of a heavy particle falling freely from rest varies

as the square root of the distance («) through which the particle has

fallen. If when s= 16-1 (ft.) it is found that 'y = 32-2 (ft. a sec.) find

the equation connecting v and s.

2. The electrical resistance of a wire varies directly as the length of

the wire and inversely as the square of the radius of the cross section.

If, when a copper wire is Im. long and linni. in diameter, the resistance

is 0'02 ohms, find the resistance of a copper wire 7m. long and l-5mm.

in diameter.

3. It is shewn in works on geometry that the volume of a pyramid

varies as its base when its height is constant and as its height when its

base is constant. A cube may be divided into six equal pyramids, each

having a face of the cube as base, and the centre of the cube as vertex.

From these facts obtain the general formula for the volume of a

pyramid.

4. The value of tv depends only on the values of the three inde-

pendent variables x, y, z. If it is known that ivocx when y and z are

constant, that wo^y when z and x are constant, and that wozz when x

and y are constant, shew that Wazxyz, when a;, y and z vary.

Illustrate by reference to the volume of a rectangular parallelo-

piped.

5. If yozx shew that xr + y'^ozxy and construct an illustration.

6. If x varies as y and inversely as the square root of z, and if,

when y is 5 and z is 4, the value of x is IT), find the value of x when

y = 1 and s = 9.

7. If y varies as the sum of two quantities, of which one is constant

and tlie other varies as the scjuare of x, and if ?/ = 4 when .x= 1, and

2/ = 28 when x = 5, find y when x = 3.

8. Given that y varies as the sum of two variables, one of which

varies as x and the other inversely as a-, and that 3/= 19 when x= 3,

and that y =\\ when a; = 2, find y when a; = 1.

^
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9. If 2/ equals the sum of three quantities of which one is constant,

one varies as x, and the other inversely as x, and if (v/ = 9, x=l),

(y = S, x = '2), (y = 9, x = 3) are three sets of corresponding values, find

y when x = i.

10. "When a weight is hung by an elastic string, the extension

(i.e., the amount the string is stretched) varies as the weight and as

the unstretched length of the string. If a weight of 3-5kg. stretches

a string Im. long to a length 1-lm., to what length will a weight of

4'5kg. stretch a string of the same kind of length l-5m. 1

11. When a weight is hung by an elastic string of given material,

the extension varies as the weight, as the unstretched length of the

string, and inversely as the square of the diameter of the string. If a

weight of 8 lb. stretches a string 2-5 ft. long and of ^ in. diameter to

a length 2-7 ft., to what length will a weight of 10 lb. stretch a string

of the same material 3 25 ft. long and of ^ in. diameter?

12. If x^ + i/'^ozxy shew that xccy, and if, when x'^ + y'^ = 25 it is

known that ccy = 12, find the relation between x and y.

13. If y varies inversely as x, and if when y =- 2 it is known that

x=l, construct a graph to exhibit i-elated values of x and y.



CHAPTER IV

SERIES

A sequence of numbers as

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

or

3, 7, 11, 15, 19,

or

3, 6, 12, 24, 48,

or

1^ 1 1 1 1

22' 2^' 3'^' 4'=' 5'^'

in which the successive numbers are formed according to some law, is

called a series.

As a rule, the numbers of a series will be connected, each to the

preceding, by the sign + or - ; and the individual numbers with their

signs will be called terms of the series.

I

ARITHMETICAL SERIES

1. Definition. It is readily seeu that

2 + 5 + 8 + 11+

is a series, each term l)eing formed from the preceding term by the

addition of 3. Thus, consecutive terms differ by the same number, or,

ill other words, the difference between consecutive terms is constant.

Such a series is called an arithmetical series, or an arithmetical

progression which may, therefore, be detined as follows :

All, arithmetical progression is a series in tohich each term isformed

from the precdiny by the addition of the same quantity.
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All arithmetical series are seen to l)e included in the general

progression

a + (a + d) + (a + '2(1) + {a + 3c/) +

Here a is called the first term and d (the difference between consecu-

tive terms) the common difference.

Any term of a given arithmetical progression may be found without

constructing all preceding terms. Tims, in the series

2 + 5 + 8 + 11+

in which 2 is the first term and 3 the common difference, it is readily

seen that the fiftieth term, being forty-nine terms in advance of the

first, is 2 + 3 X 49 or 149, since each advance implies the addition of 3.

So, too, the nt\\ term of this series {n, a positive integer), being n-\
terms in advance of the first term, is 2 + (n - 1)3 or ?>n - 1. The nth.

term is usually spoken of as the general term, since from it any term

can be found by giving to n a suitable value. Thus, here, the rtth term

being 3?i-l, the 5th term, for example, is 3x5-1 or 14. In like

manner we have for the general series,

nth term = a + {n - \)d (I)

a result which should be remembered.

Ex. 1. The 5th ferm of an arithmetical progression is 19 and the 13th term

is 43 ; find the progression and the 30th term.

Let a, d denote the first term and the common difference

.-. The 5th term = a + 4fZ

o + 4fZ = 19.

Similarly, by constructing the 13th term we have

a + 12d= 43.

.'. solving, a= 7, cZ= 3.

Thus the series is

7 + 10+ 13 + 1G + 19+

and the 30th term = 7 + 3 x 29 or 94.

Ex. 2. The 7ith term of a series is 3n + 5; shew that the series is an

arithmetical progression.

Here n is any number and we may say that the 1st term is 3 x 1 + 5 or 8,

the 2nd term is 3x2+ 5 or 11, the 3rd term is 3x3 + 5 or 14, the 4th term

is 3x4 + 5 or 17, etc. It apj^ears then that the series is an arithmetical
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progression of which the first term is 11 and the common diflference is 3.

But however many terms we construct we cannot say absolutely, on the

evidence afforded by these terms, that for terms not constructed the law

continues.

We may, however, reason generally and more briefly thus :

The nth term = 3n + 5, whatever value be assigned to n.

:. the (ji - l)th term= 3(n - 1) + 5.

Then the difference between the nth. and the (n — l)th term is equal to

(3n + 5)-3(H-l)-5 or 3.

Now n is any number ; therefore the difference between any and therefore

every two consecutive terms of the series is 3, so that the series is an

arithmetical progression.

EXERCISES

(Note : In the exercises, A. P. will be employed as an abbreviation for arith-

metical progression.)

1. Find the 47th and the nth term of the following series :

(1) 1 + 3 + 5 + 7+

(2)7 + 13 + 19 + 25+

(3) 29 + 25 + 21 + 17+

(4) 94+ 81 + 68+55+

In each case after finding the »i,th term test the result by finding from it the

first four terms.

2. The 7th term of an A.P. is 23, and the 15th term - 17 ; find the

series, its 23rd term, and its first negative term.

3. Find three numbers in A.P. such that the third is 7 times the first

while the product of the first and the third exceeds 5 times the second by a

quantity equal to the first.

4. How many multiples of 13 are there between 300 and 700 ?

5. Shew that the series formed by taking every fifth term of the A.P.

1+3+5+7+
is also an A.P.

6. Shew that the series formed bj' taking every seventh term of the A.P.

a+ (a + d) + (a + 2(7) + (« + a/) +
is also an A.P.
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7. If to each term of an A. P. there he added the same number, tlie

resulting sei-ies is an A. P.

8. If each term of an A. P. be multiplied by the same number the resulting

series is an A. P.

9. Write down any 10 numbers in A. P. and shew that the average of the

1st and the 10th is the same as that of the 2nd and the 9th, or that of the

3rd and the 8th, etc*

10. Write down any 11 numbers in A. P. and shew that the average of

the 1st and the 11th is equal to that of the 2nd and the 10th, or to that of

the 3rd and the 9th, etc., and that this average is equal to the middle

term.

11. The 6rst of 17 terms of an A.P. is 5 and the last is 133 ; find tlie

middle term.

12. The nth term of a series is an+ b whatever be the value of n ; shew

that the series is an A. P.

13. The ^th term of an A. P. is q, and the ^th term is p, where p and q

are given integers ; find the (^j + 3)th term.

2. Arithmetical Means. Wlien three numbers are in aritli-

metical progression, the second number is called the arithmetical

mean of the other two numbers. We may then have the problem :

To find the arithmetical mean of ttvo given numhers.

Let a and h be the given numbers, and let x be the mean sought.

Then by the definition

a, a;, h

are in arithmetical progression, and therefore

X - a = h -X

2x = a + h

a + h

so that the arithmetical mean of two given numhers is equal to one-half

their sum..
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In like manner we may have the problem of inserting any number

of arithmetical means between two given numbers.

Ex. Insert 7 arithmetical means between 5 and 29.

Here 5, the 7 means sought, and 29 make up 9 terms in arithmetical

progression. Let x be the common difference in this series of 9 terms.

Then, the first term being 5, the ninth term equals 5 + 8x, which must equal

29, i.e.,

5+ 8x= 29

8x= 24

a; == 3

Thus the means are

8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26.

The general problem is :

To insert n arithmetical means between a and b.

Here a, the n means sought, and b make up w + 2 terms in arith-

metical progression. Let x be the common difference in this series of

u + 2 terms. Then, the first term being a, the {n + 2)nd term is

a + {n+ \)x which must be equal to b, i.e.,

a + (ii + \)x = b

.'. {n-'r\)x = b - a

b - a.

n-f- 1

Thus the means are

b — a . nb — a , ^.b - a h — aa+ -, « + 2 ,rt + (n- 1) a + n ;

n+l »i + 1 n+i w +

1

or, in simpler form,

na + b {n-\)a + 2b 2a + (w-l)6 a + nh

n+i' n+l ' n+\ 'n+l'

Since n has not any assigned value, it is not possible to write down all

the means, but, the law of formation of successive means being known,
we can reijard all the means as found.
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EXERCISES

1. Insert 11 arithmetical means between 19 and 223.

2. Insert 5 arithmetical means between 17 and — 7.

3. When n arithmetical means are inserted between a and b find the rth

mean.

4. Insert 5 arithmetical means between 11 and 25 and shew that the

middle mean is the arithmetical mean of the given numbers.

5. Whatever odd number of arithmetical means be inserted between a

and b shew that the middle mean is the arithmetical mean of a and b.

3. The Summation Formula. The sum of any number of terms

of an arithmetical series may be found without actual addition.

Ex. Find the sum of 9 terms of the arithmetical progression,

13 + 17 + 21+

Let s denote the sum sought. Then

s= 13+ 17 + 21 + 25 + 29+ .33+ 37 + 41 + 45

.-. s=45 + 41+ 37 + 33+ 29+ 25 + 21 + 17 + 13,

the terms being written in reverse order, which does not aifect the sum.

Therefore by addition

2s= 58 + 58 + 58 + 58 + 58 + 58 + 58 + 58 + 58

.-. 2s= 58x9

. 5^582^^261.
2

It is to be noted that, in adding to find 2s, when we find for the first

addition 13 + 45 the result 58, we know beforehand that the successive

additions will yield the same sum, because in the upper line the terms

inci-ease 4 at each advance whUe in the lower line the terms decrease 4 at

each advance. We know also beforehand that there will be 9 addends 58,

i.e., one for each term of the series. It follows then that it is not necessary

to write all the terms of the proposed addition.

The general problem is the following :

To find the sum of n terms of the arithmetical progression

a + (a + d) + {a + 2d)+

Let I denote the last of the terms considei'ed, i.e., the nth term

l = a + (^71
- 1 )d.
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Let s denote the sum sought

:

/_ s = a + {a + <:r) + {a + 2d)+ + (^ - 2o?) + {l -d) + l.

/. s^ l + (l -d)+ (l-2d)+ +{a + 2d) + (a + d) + a,

the terms being wi-itten in reverse order which does not affect the sum.

Therefore, by addition,

2s = {a + l) + (a + l} + {a + l) + +{a + l) + (a + I) + {a + I),

2s = (a + I) X n,

since there is one term a + 1 for each term of the series.

/. «='^(a + {II)

Further, putting for I its value in terms of a, d, n, we have

The formulae (//) and (///) sliould l)e given verbal statement, and

connnitted to memory.

The following examples ma}' be examined :

Ex. 1. How many terms of the series

21 + 35 + 49+

miust be taken to yield the sum 336 ?

Let n be the number required. Then, the first term being 21 and the

coiiiinon difference being 14, we have, quoting the formula for the sum of ti,

terms of an arithmetical series,

- . (2x21 + (J^-l)14^=336

:. n(7n + 14) = 33G

.-. ji»+ 2n-48=

whence n = 6 or -8. Plainly the result must be a positive integer so that

the number sought is 6.

It is to be remarked that if the 6 terms which yield the sum 336 be written

down, and if, starting at the last term, we write down 8 terms in the inverse

order of the series, the sum of tliese 8 teiius is 330. This is not an inicrpre-

tatlon of tiie negative root - 8, but an indication of a closely related problem

in which the niunlter +8 is significant.
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Ex. 2. Shew that the sum of 5)i terms of an arithmetical progression is

5 times that of the n terms beginning with the (2n + l)th term.

Let a, d be the first term and the common difference of the series.

.-. sum of 5h terms= —^.j 2a. + (5H-l)ci
J-

(1)

Also the (2w + l)th term = a + 2Hci

.". sum of 71. terms beginning with the (2}i + l)th

2
.i%a + 2nd) + {n-l)d\

v{ 2a + {hn-l)d\ (2)

Then, comparing (1) and (2), we see that the result follows immediately.

EXERCISES

1. Sum to 53 terms, after the manner of the general theorem (t.c, not

quoting the formula), each of the following series :

(1) 5 + 11 + 17 + 23 +

(2) 9 + 9|+ 10|+ lli +

(3) 117 +112 +107 +102 +

(4) 7H 7H 7 + 6| +

U^ (5) U"^^^^+
b b

2. Sum to n terms, after the manner of the general theorem, each of the

following series :

(1) 9 +13 +17 + 21 +

(2) 23 +18 +13+ 8 +

(3) 2|+ 3|+ 5+ 6i +

In each case test the result by assigning to n the value 4.

3. Shew that

(1) 1 + 2 + 3+ 4 + 5 to n terms = 'li^i±ll
;

(2)1 + 3+ 5 +7+ ton terms=?il

The first of these series is that of the first 7i, natural numbers, the second that

of the first n odd numbers. The results are important and should be carried

in memory.
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4. In the general A.P. of n terms,

a+ (a+ d) + {a + 2cl)+ +(a +n-ld)

Shew that the sum of the rth term from the beginning and the rth term from

the end is equal to the sum of the first and the last term.

Hence sliew that one-half the sum of tlie first and the last term is the

average of the terms and derive the formula for the sum of n terms of

an A.P.

5. How many terms of the series

44 + 36 + 28+

must be taken to yield tlie sum 128 ?

Comment on the two results.

^^ (i. How many terms of the series

21 + 17 + 13 + 9+ .....

must be taken to yield the sum G5 ?

Comment on the fractional result.

7. How many terms of the series

20 + 17 + 14+

must be taken to yield tlie sum 76 '!

Connnent on the fractional root.

8. How many terms of the series

]8 + 22 + 2() +

must be taken to yield the sum 210 ?

Comment on the negative root.

9. How many terms of the series

8 + 25 + 42+

must be taken to yield the sum 1430?

Connnent on the negative fractional root.

^^ 10. The II th term of a series is 5?i + 7 ; shew that the .series is an A.P.

,

and hud the sum of r terms.

j^^ 11. The sum of 12 terms of an A.P. is 138 and the sum of 19 terms is

988 ; find the series and the sum of 20 terms.
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12. Shew that tlie sum of an odd number of terms in A. P. is equal to

the product of tlie middle term by the number of terms.

13. Find the sum of all multiples of 23 between 100 and 700.

14. The sum of n terms of a certain series is 'in' + ilib, whatever be the

value of n ; find the rth term and shew that the series is an A. P.

15. Three integers are in A. P. ; their sum is 24 and the product of the

first and the last is 9 less than the square of the middle number. Find the

numbers.

16. In a certain A. P. the first term is 29 and the last term 107 ; the sum
of the terms is 952. Find the series and the number of terms.

17. Construct an A.P. such that the sum of 7 terms is equal to the sum
of 11 terms, the common ditference being 2.

18. If the pth, qth, rth terms of an A. P. are a, b, c respectively, shew that

(q - )) a + (r- p) b + ip- q) c = 0.

19. A heavy particle, allowed to fall freely from a height, falls through

16*1 feet during the first second and in successive seconds falls through

32 '2 feet more than during the preceding second. How far will it fall in

t seconds ?

II

GEOMETRICAL SERIES

1. Definition. It is readily seen that

2 + 6 + 18 + 54+

is a series, each term being formed from the preceding by multiplying

it by 3. Thus consecutive terms stand to each other in a constant

ratio. Such a series is called a geometrical series, or a geometrical

progression, which may therefore be defined as follows :

A geometrical j^'t'ogression is a series in tvhich each term is made

from the preceding hy tmdtiplication hy the sam,e number.

All geometrical series are seen to be included in the general pro-

gression

a + ar + ar- + ar^' +

Here a is called the first term and r (the ratio of any term to the

preceding term) the common ratio.
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Any term of a geometrical progression may be found without

forming all preceding terms. Thus in the series

2 + 6 + 18 + 54+

in which 2 is the first term and 3 the common ratio, it is plain that the

fiftieth term being forty-nine terms in advance of the first will be the

product of 2 and the factor 3 taken forty-nine times, i.e., will be 2.3*-',

since each advance implies the introduction of the factor 3. So, too,

the nth term of this series, being )i - 1 terms in advance of the first, is

2.3"~\ As in the case of the arithmetical progression, the nth. term is

called the general term ; thus, giving to n the value 4, we find the

fourth term to be 2.3'^ or 54. In like manner ^ye have for the general

series,

nth term = ar"^'^ {/)

a result which should be I'eracmbered.

Ex. 1. The 5th term of a geometrical progression is 162 and the 8th term

is 4374 ; find the progression and the 10th term.

Let a, r denote the first term and the common ratio.

The 5th term = a?'^

.-. «r*= 162.

Similarly,
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Ex. 2. The nth term of a series is 5.3" ; shew that tlie series ie a

geometrical j)rogression and indicate the series.

Whatever be the value of 7*,,

The nth term =5.3"

.-. The (vi- l)th term = 5.
3" -1.

Therefore the ratio of the nth to the (>i. - l)th term is

5.3" o
, or 3.

5.3"-i

Now n is 071J/ integer, so that the ratio of foi;/ and therefore of crerj/ two

consecutive terms is 3, and tlie series is a geometrical progression.

In 5.3" put n= l and we find that the jirsi term is 15. The series is

therefore

15 + 45 + 135 + 405 +

EXERCISES

(Note : In the exercises, G.P. will be employed as an abbreviation for

geometrical progression.)

1. Find tlie 9th and the nth term of each of the following .series :

(1) 1 + 5 + 25 +

(2)7 + 14 + 28 +

(^>^+I+5+

^^)^ +H +

(5)1-1+1-
^ ' 2 4

In each case after finding the n\X\ term test the result by finding from it the

first four terms.

15
2. The 11th term of a G.P. is — , and the 5th term is 30 : find the series,

32
and write down its 17th term.

3. Find three numbers in G.P. such that the third exceeds the sum ox

the other two by the first while the third exceeds the first by 36.

4. Shew that the series formed by taking every third term of the G.P.

7 + 21 + 63 +
is also a G.P.
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5. Shew that the series formed by taking every 5th term of the G.P.

a + ar+ (ir'^+
is also a G.P.

6. If each term of a G.P. be multiplied by the same number, the result-

ing series is a G.P.

7. If corresponding terms of two G.P. be multiplied together, and the

results be written in order as tei-ms, shew that the series is a G.P.

Illustrate this theorem.

8. Write down any 7 numbers in G.P. and shew that the average of the

1st and 7th i.s not tlie same as the average of tlie 2nd and 6th, or of the 3rd

and 5th ; but shew that the product of the 1st and 7th is equal to that of the

2nd and 6th, or that of the 3rd and 5th, and is equal to the square of the 4th.

9. The first of 17 terms of a G.P. is and the last is 341i ; find the
192

"
middle term.

10. The Jtth term of a series ab'-", whatever be the value of /t ; shew
that the series is a G.P.

2. Geometrical Means. When three numbers are in geometrical

progression, the middle number is called the geometrical mean of the

other two. We have then the problem :

To find the geometrical mean of two given numbers.

Let a and b be the given numbers and let x be the mean sought.

Then a, x, b are in geometrical piogression and by definition

X b

a X

.'. x^ = ab

.'. ^ = \/ctb.

Thus, the geom,etrical mean of two numbers is equal to the square

root of their product.

As it is supposed that we are dealing with real numbers the two

numbers whose nie.in is sought are supposed to be of the same sign,

and in extracting the square root of their product we take the sign so

as to place the mean between the given numbers.

It is to be noted that, if three or more numbers are in geometrical

progression, the numbers are in continued proportion, and that tlie

geometrical mean of two numbers is the mean proportional of tliose

numbers.
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In like manner we have the problem of inserting any number of

geometrical means between two given numbers.

81 1 81
Ex. Insert 5 tfeometrical means between and—. Here .the 5 means

G4 9 64

sought, and — make up 7 numbers in geometrical progression. Let r be the

common ratio.

The
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3. The Summation Formula. The sum of any number of terms

of a geometrical series may be f<)und without actual addition.

Ex. Find the sum of 8 terms of the series

7 + 21 + 6.3+

Let s denote the sum sought ; then, since the common ratio is seen to be .3.

6-= 7 + 21 + 63 + 189 + 567 + 1701 + 5103 + 15309.

.-. 3.^= 21+63+ 189 + 567 + 1701+5103+ 15309+ 45927.

The second equation is formed from the first by multiplying each term by 3

and setting the result one place to the right. Then, since each term of the

given series is formed from the preceding term by multiplying it by 3, we see

iti, advance that each number in the series for 2s will be below an ecjual

immljer. Then subtracting the numbers in the first equation from those in

the second we have
2,5= 45927-7 = 45920

.-. s= 22960.

Consider now the general problem :

To find the sum of n terms of the geometrical jtrogression

a + ar + ar^ +

Here the common ratio is r, so that the 7ith term is ar" ^ Let s denote

the sum sought. Then, having in mind the terms not written, we write

s = ft + rtr + «r^ + + ar" "^ + ar"-"'^ + ar"'~^

rs— ar + ai"+ +ar'^~^ + ar^~'^ + ar"~'^ + ar":

Tlien by subtraction we liave

s -rs = a — ar"'

s{\ — r) = a(l - r")

1 - r« 1

1-
or, which is the same thing,

1

ill)

These results shouhl be carried in memory. As stated, they are

equivalent, but it is more natural to employ the former when r< 1, the

latter when r>l.
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Cor. From the results in (II) we find at once

1 - r" r" - 1 , o „ 1

\ - r r - \

which may be regarded as affording a proof of the theorem that 1 - r",

for all integral values of n, is divisible by 1 - r, the quotient being

1 +r+ +r""^

EXERCISES

1. Sum to 29 terms, after the manner of tlie general theorem (i.e., not

(luuting tlie result), each of the following series :

(1) 2 + 10+ 50 +

(^)^ +^4V
(3)1-1+1-^- + ....

(4)2_U8_16+ .....
^ ^ 3 9 27 81

(5) a + a^ + a^+ «,' +

2. Sum to ;( terms, after the manner of the general theorem, each of the

following series :

(1) 3 + 12 + 48 +

(2) 6 + 3 +U +

(3) 1-1+1......
^ ^ 3 9

In each case test the result by assigning to n the value 4.

3. Sum to 71 terms,

a:"- ^ + x"" -y + a'""^;/^ +

and point out the significance of the result.

4. In the general G.P. of n terms

(( + ar+ or^+ + ar^~ '

shew that the product of the rth term from the beginning and the >-th term

from the end is equal to the product of the first and the last term.
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5. Sum to n terms :

a)(i.i)M:.^)%(.4y.

(2) (a + by+ (a''+ by+ {a^+ b^y +

6. The product of three numbers in G.P. is 1728 and the sum of the

first and the last is 25 ; find the numbers.

7. Divide the number 221 into three parts in geometrical progression

such that the third exceeds the first by 136.

8. The sum of the first three terms of a G.P. is 228 and the sum of the

first six terms 997 '5 ; find the series.

9. Shew that if, in a G.P. , each term be subtracted from the term
following it, the successive differences form a G.P.

10. The sum of n terms of a certain series is h{7^ — l) ; shew that the

series is a G.P.

11. If the j:>th, qth, rth. terms of a G.P. are a, b, c respectively, shew that

12. Sum to 11 terms

9 + 99 + 999 +
13. Simi to >(. terms

{a+ b) + (a' + ah + ¥) + («' + a-b + ab^+ b^)+

4. The Infinite Geometrical Series. In the case of the

geometrical series

1+2 +-22 +

the nth term is 2"~^ and the sum of 7i terms is given by the formula

2«-l
2-1

= 2"-l.

where the subscript n in s„ indicates that it is a question of the sum of

n terms. If to n be given the value 25 we find that the 25th term is

16,777,216 and that the sum of 25 terms is 33,554,431 and the rapidity

witli which the terms and the sums of terms increase with increase of

n is very striking. It is easily seen tliat n may be taken sufficiently

large to make either the nth term or the sum of n terms greater than

any assigiu-d number however large.
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Consider next the geometrical series

Here the ?(-th term, denoted by ?t„, is

1

« 2n-l

and the sum of n terms is

1

s = = 2- I

2

If to n be given the value 25, we find that

1
^ _g 1

'*-^
16, 777, 21(3' '-' "

16, 777, 216'

and are struck by the smallness of the 25th term and by the proximity

to 2 of the sum of 25 terms. From the expressions for ?*„ and s„ it is

plain that, with increase of n, the value of w„ becomes smaller and

smaller, and that the sum becomes more and more nearly equal to 2.

It is plain too that 7i may be taken sufficiently large to make u^ less

than any assigned positive quantity however small, and to make the

sum, which is less than 2, differ from 2 by less than any assigned

positive number, however small. Limiting the attention to s„, i.e., to

the sum of ?i terms, we see that

( 1
) s„ is ahvays less than 2

;

(2) s„ increases with n
;

(3) n may be taken sufficiently large to make s„ approach 2

more nearly than by any assigned positive quantity how-

ever small, so that there is no number less than 2 that s„

cannot be made to exceed.

We say then that 2 is the limit tO the SUm of n terms as n is

indefinitely increased, or, more briefly, that the infinite series

l+i+i+

has 2 as its sum. The series may be looked upon as a perfectly definite

though not the simplest way of giving the number 2.
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That s„ may, by increasing n, be made to differ from 2 In' as small

a quantity as we please is rendered even more striking by representing

the terms taken by lengths measured on a straight line.

I
\ \ \ \

'\

\

A P Q R S T B

AB measures 2 ; AP, 1 ; PQ, | ;
QR, l

; PvS, i
; ST, ,V ; etc. Then

AQ measures the sum of 2 terms; AR of 3 terms; AS of 4 terms;

AT of 5 terms ; etc. Not many terms need be taken to make the

sum practically 2, though the sura 2 is never reached.

The general series

a + ar + ar~ +

may now be treated more concisely.

(I). Suppose r numerically greater than 1 or, in symbols, |r[ >1.
Then denoted by s„ the sum of ii terms we have

r" — 1 r"- a

?• - 1 7- - 1 1 - r

Now, r being numerically greater than 1, ?•" increases in numerical

value as n increases, and n may be taken .sufficiently large to make
r" numerically greater than any assigned number however large.

Therefore also, a and r being given values, n may be taken large

enough to make

a7-"^ 1 ,, a?-" a
, and consequently

1 - ?• 1 - r 1 - ?•

numerically gi-eater than any assigned number. Thus, as n increases

indefinitely, the numerical value of .s,^ tends beyond all limit and we
may not in this case speak of the limit of the sum of n terms.

(II). Suppose |r| <1.

Then,

1 - ?•" a ar''= a
] - r \ - r ] - r

Now, r being numerically less than 1, r" decreases in numerical value

as n increases, and n may be taken sufficiently large to make r"

numerically less than any a.ssigned positive quantity, however small.
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Therefore, also, a and r being given values, n may be taken large

enough to make

r^

smaller than any assigned positive quantity, however small. Thus, as

'II increases indefinitely the numerical value of s^ differs less and less

from that of , and n may be taken lai'ge enough to make s„ differ

1 - r

from by less than any assigned positive number, however small.
1 - ?

We say then that :

The limit of the sum of n ter-ms of the series

a + ar + ar~ + ([
?•

|
< 1 ).

a
as n increases indefinitely is -^

»

or, in other words.

The sum of the infinite series

a + ar + ar^+ (i^l<l)-

1-r
a

is

Ex. Find the value of 0-5.

0-5 = 0*55555 in infinitum.

5 5 5
= iO+ iOO+ rOOO

+ '' infinitum.

This is an infinite G. P. whose common ratio is — , which is le.ss than 1,

0-5= -T« =2.
1-1- 9
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EXERCISES

1. Write down the expression for the sum of n terms of eacli of the

following series, and tind the limit to the sum as /t is indefinitely increased :

^^>l +i+J +

(2)1 +1+^ +

(3) 1-1 + - -^ 2 4

2. Write down the sums of the following infinite series :

(i)!*+fA

(3) 1+ ^ + —+

3. Shew that any term of the infinite series

,111
1+2+4+8+

is equal to the sum of the infinite series of succeeding terms.

4. Shew that any term of the infinite series

14-1+1+
3 ^9

is twice the sum of the infinite serie.-; of succeeding terms.

5. Construct tlie G.P. whose first term is 1 and in which any term is

three-fourths tlie sum of the infinite series of succeeding terms.

6. Find tlie value of i-ach of tlu; following recurring decimals :

0-7, OOl.-i, 0-73219.

7. The middle points of the sides of a s((uare are joined to form anotiior

square ; the middle points of this S(|uaro are joined to form a new S(|uare
;

and so on indefinitely. Find the sum of all the S(juares thus formed.
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5. Annuities. An important application of the geometrical pro-

gression is found in the evaluation of annuities. -Vn annuity is a

payment recurring at the end of equal intervals for some stated time.

Thus, if A is under obligation to pay B the sum of $100 at the end of

each year for the next 5 years, this recurring payment is called an

annuity of |100, beginning now and running for five years.

An annuity is said to be deferred for a number of years when it

begins at the end of that number of years.

The interval between successive payments is generally one year,

though it may be any period.

It is supposed known that the value of any stated sum- of money

depends upon where it is placed in time, i.e., when it is to be paid or

to become due, and upon the rate of interest. Thus, if $400 is to be

paid at the end of 3 years, and if the rate of interest is 5 per cent., or

O'Oo on the unit the present value of the payment is

$400 $400

(1 + 0-0r>)^'
''''

(1-05)3'

and the value of the payment if not made until the end of 7 years, i.e.,

4 years after it is due, is

$400 X (1-05)^.

We can therefore say that the present value of the annuity cited in

illustration, i.e., of $100 beginning now and running for 5 years, the

rate of interest being given as 05 on the unit, is

$100 $100 $100 $100

1-05 ^(1-05)2 ^(1-05)3 ' (1-05)^ ' (1-05)5

i'^lOO
This is seen to be a geometrical progression whose first term is

''"-

® ^ ° 105

and common ratio is • The sum is therefore
1-05

1

$100 ^"oW fioo r 1 1

TQ5-,_ 1
'"'" 0Q5" V (l-05)sj'

1 05

which is consequently the present value of the annuit}- in question.
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The general problem is :

To find the 2'>'t'''-sent value of mi annuity of $A beginning noiv and

rn7i7nngfor n years, the rate of interest being r on the unit.

Finding the present value of each payment, we have as the

present value of all payments,

$A $A %K
l+r + (] +rf^ + (1+,.)"'

a geometrical progression of n terms whose common ratio is

1 +r
and whose sum is therefore

11-.
(l+r)«

1+r
J

1

1 +r
which reduces to

$A f^_ 1 )

r •

t (]

which is consequently the present value sought.

If, in the preceding, we suppose n to increase indefinitely, which

means that the payments are to continue for all time, we have then to

do with an infinite geometrical series whose common ratio is

1+r
which is less than 1, ajad the sum is

$A
1+r

1-J-
I +r

which reduces to

SAThat this is the present value is easily seen otherwise, for Z- put out

at interest for all time, the rate of interest being r ozi the unit would

% A

tinue to bring in —- x r, or $A, each ye
r

Such an annuity is called a perpetuity.

% A

continue to bring in —- x r, or $A, each year for all time.
r
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If an annuity of $A, running for n years, is deferred for m years,

the first pa\'ment is made at the end of m 4- 1 years, so that its present

vahie, ?• being the rate of interest on the unit, is seen to be

$A _^ $A _^ ,
$A

There are here n terms, and the series is a geometrical progression with

common ratio ; the sum is therefore
1 +r

1

(1 +r)«

(1
+^)m+l

^ ^ 1

which reduces to

1 +r

|A 1 j. _ 1
]

r ' (1+r;™' \ (1+/-)'^
J

EXERCISES

''^•H^ 1. Find the present value of an annuity of 8250 to be paid at the end of

^ ' each year for 7 years, money being worth 4^ per cent, per annum.

^2. Find the present value of an annuity of §375, deferred 3 years and

l*/^ running 5 years, the jate of interest being 4 per cent, per aimum.

»* U/ . 3. A man deposits $500 at the begmning of each year for 7 years ui a

savings bank which allows 3 per cent, per annum compounded half-yearly on

deposits. What sum will be standing to his credit at the end of the eighth

year

> ^ / 4. If the rate of interest is 4 per cent., find the present value of a perpe-

*7"V tuity of §120.

5. Find the present value of a perpetuity of $90, deferred 5 years, the

rate of interest being 4 per cent.

6. A minor receives on account of his estate $1200 on his sixteenth and

each successive birthday. If interest is at 3k per cent., what sum should be

charged against his estate just after he receives the payment on his twenty-

first birthday ?
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III

HARMONICAL PROGRESSION

1 . Definition. A series is said to be an harmonical progression

when the series formed by the reciprocals of its terms is an arithmetical

progression.

Let a, b, c be three numbers in harmonical progression. Then

1 1 1

a c

are in arithmetical progression. Therefore

11^11
b a c b

. a- b _b — c

' ab be

ab a — b

be b - c

a _a-b
e b - e

Thus, if three numbers are in harmonical progression, the first is to the

thii d as the difference betiveen the first and the second is to the difference

betiveen the second and the tldrd.

This important property of three numbers in harmonical progres-

sion is sometimes taken as the definition of an harmonical pi'ogression

of three terms.

Problems in harmonical progression may be solved by considering

the analogous problem in arithmetical progression. This will be illus-

trated. It is to be remarked that there exists no formula for the sum

of n terms of an harmonical progression.

Ex. Shew that 35, 45, 63 are in harmonical progre.ssion and tiiid the nth

term

.

^ ,
111

Consiiler — , — , — .

35
' 45 63

Then J^ _ /^ = _A and ^ _ I = _ .^
, so that ^

,
^

, — arc in
45 35 315 03 45 315 35 45 63

arithmetical progression and therefore 35, 45, 63 in liarmonieal progres-sioii.
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Next, the series 111
35 + 45"^ 63

*

2
lieint' arithmetical with coinuion ditlurence will have for nth term

L+ (n-l)( --^), or
35 ^ ^V 315/

315

11 -2n
35 V 315/ 315

Therefore the hannonical progression

35 + 45 + 63+

315
will have for nth term .

11 - 2?!,

EXERCISES

(Note: In the exercises, H.P. will be employed as an abbreviation for

harmonical progression.

)

1. Shew that 15, 21, 35 are in H.P. and continue the series four terms.

2. The first two terms of an H.P. are 2 and 3 ; find the next two terms.

3. The 5th term of an H.P. is 168 and the 8th term is 108 ; find the first

three terms.

4. The vertical angle C of a triangle ABC is bisected internally and

externally by straight lines which meet the base in P and Q respectively
;

shew that AP, AB, AQ are in H.P.

5. If three numbers are defined to be in harmonical progression when the

first is to the third as the diflerence between the first and the second is to

the difference between the second and the third, and if a series is defined

to be in harmonical progression when every consecutive three terms are in

harmonical progression, shew that the reciprocals of the terms of an H.P.

are in A. P.

2. Harmonical Means. If three numbers are in harmonical pro-

gression the middle number is called the harmonical mean of the

other two numbers ; we have then the problem :

To find the hannonical mean of a and h.

Let X be the mean sought. Then a, x, h are in harmonical

progression and therefore -
, -, - are in arithmetical progression.

a X b
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EXERCISES

1. Insert two harmonical means between iO and 20.

2. Find the arithmetical, the geometrical, and the harmonical mean of 3

and 12.

3. If the lines AB, BC measure x and y respectively, placing AB, BC in

continuous straight line ABC, construct the aritluuetical and geometrical

means of x and y and shew that the former exceeds the latter unless x and y
are equal.

4. If the harmonic mean of two numbers is to their geometric mean as

4 to 5, prove that the quantities are in the ratio of 1 to 4.

5. If the^>th term of an H.P. is (j and the qth term is/*, where j) and q

are given integers, find the (p + q)th. term.

6. Thepth, qth, rth. terms of an H.P. are a, b, c
;
prove that

(q - r)bc + {r- 'p)ca + {p - q)ah = 0.

IV

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT SERIES

In this section will be considered certain series whose sums can be

obtained from the results found or by a modification of the methods

employed in the preceding sections.' We recall (Ex. 3, p. 60) the sum

of the first n natural numbers :

1 + 2 + 3 + + n = _5-^ ;:.

1. The Squares of the Natural Numbers. It is proposed tc

find a formula for the sum of the squares of the first n natural numbers.

Denote the sum by S„. Then

S,,= r2 + 2-' + 3-^ + + w2

We have identically, i.e , for all values of r,

rS-(r- l)a = 3r'-^-3r+l;
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Hence, giving to r in succession the values n, n - I, n ~2, 2, 1

we have

«3 _(n-l)3= 3ri2 -3n +1,

{n -l)^-{n- 2)3 = ?j(n - 1 )2 - 3 (« _ 1) + 1

,

(w - 2)3 - (71 - 3)3 = 3(^1 - 2)2 -. 3 (71 - 2) +1,

33
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Sn= C2.r+ l)+ (2.2' + 2) + (2.32 + 3)+ +{2.n^+n)

^f 2(P+ 22+ +H=)

\+(l +2 + + n)

_p n{n+ l){2n+ l) n(n+ l)

6 2

_ ?i(ji+ 1)(2h+ 1) n{n + l)~
3

+^2~'

a formula which will give the sum of any number of terms The result may

be brought to the simpler form

n(n+ l)(4:n + o)

EXERCISES

Assuming the formul;« for the sum of tlie first n natural numbers and for

the sum of their squares, find the sum to n terms of each of the following

series, testing the result by assigning to n the values 1, 2, 3 :

1. l- + 32+ 5'2 + 7-' +

2. 1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 + 4.5+

3. 2'^ + 4^+ 6- + 8-+

4. 3.7 + 5.10 + 7.13+ 9.16 +

5. a'+ ((( + by + (a + 2hy+ (a + 36)^+

2. The Cubes of the Natural Numbers. It is proposed to find

the sum of ?i terms of the series

13 + 23 + 33 +

It is readily seen that the series is neither arithmetical nor geo-

metrical, so that it calls for a special method of treatment.

Denote the sum sought by S„ so that

S„=P + 23 + 33 + +n^

We iiave identically

r4 - (?• - l)i = 4r3 - 6?-2 + 4r - 1.
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Therefore, giving to r the values n, n - 1, n — 2, 2, 1 , we have

?** -(7^-l)'*= 474^ - 6n2 + 4w -1,

(n-l)4-(7i-2)4 = 4 (71-1)3-6 (n- 1)2 + 4 (,i_l)_l^

(?i - 2)4 - (/4 - 3)4 ^ 4 (n - 2)3 - 6 (ri - 2)2 + 4 (w - 2) - 1,

24 - 14 = 4.23 _ 6 22 ^ 42 _ i^

14 _ 04 = 4.P - 6.12 + 4 1 _i

Therefore, by addition, we have, since there are n lines,

w4_04 = 4 (l''' + 23 + +n3)-6 (12 + 22 + +n^)

+ 4 (1+2 + +n)-n

»4 = 4S -6 ^^(^ + 1) (2^+1) ^4 n{n + l) _
" 6 2

.*. 4 S„ = ri4 + n - 71 (n + 1) (2w + 1) - 2w (n + 1)

= ?i (?i + 1 )
{rt2 - w + 1 + 2ri + 1 - 2|

= {..(n + l)}2

. ^ _f7l(7l+l)Y•• "
i 2 /•

Cor. P + 23 + + /,3 = (1 + 2 + + ,i)2,

Ex. Sum to /(, teruis the series

1.3.5 + 3.5.7 + 5.7.9 +

As in the preceding article it is seen that tlie vith term is

(2n-l)(2n+ l)(2n+ 3)

whicli is u((ii;il to 871'+ 12?i,''' - 2ji^ - 3.

Give to n the values 1, 2, 3, , n, and, donutiny the sum souglit hy Sn,
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we have

Sn= (8.13 + 12.P- 2.1 -3) + (8.23 + 12.2^-2.2 -3)+
+ (8.n^ + 12.n-~2.n-3).

8(p+23+ + , )^

+ 12(P +2H +>r)\

2(1+2+ + ).
)|

(3+3+ +3)J

= 8 (""("- + 1))''
, ]9 »(» + l)(2u + l) g <H+ 1)

= 2nXn+ l)'+ 2?i(>i + l)(2H + l)-7i(n + l)-3n

which may be reduced to the simpler f<)rm

n{2)v^ + 8n' + 7)i-2).

EXERCISES

Sum to n terms each of tlie following series, testing the results by giving

to n the values 1, 2, 3 :

(1) P+ 3-' + 5^ + 7=' +

(2) 1.2.3+ 2.3.4 + 3.4.5+
(3)2^ + 4^+ 03 + 83 +

(4) 1.3.5 + 2.5.8 + 3.7.10 +

(5) (a + bf + (a+ 2bf+ (a + 3hf+

3. The Arithmetico-Geometric Series. It is proposed to find

the sum of ?i terms of the series

a + (a + b)r + {a + 2b)r- +

where each tertn is formed Ijy multiplying corresponding terms of the

arithmetical series

a + (a + b) + {a + 2b)+

and the geometrical series

] +r + r-+

The lith term is seen to be (a + n- 16)r""i. Denote the sum by S„

so that

S„ = a + (a + &)r + (a + 2b)r- + +{a + n- lft)r"-i

.*, r.S„ = ar + (a + b)r- + + (a + "i - 2b)r"-'^ + (a + 7i- li)?-" .
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Then, by subtraction,

Bn(l -r) = a + (br + br^+ +6r"-i) - (a + w - 16)r"

l-r"-i .

= a + br. , _ - (« + 7i - 1 6)r",

since the series within the brackets is geometrical and consists of w - 1

terms.

S„
a {a + n-\b)r" 6r(l-r"-i)

+ •

1 - r \ -r (I - r)'^

Here the method is the important thing and the result need not

be retained in memory.

EXERCISES

1. Sum to n terms

l + 2x + ox'^ + 4:X^+
2. Sum to n terms

'+M4+
testing the result by giving to n the values 1, 2, 3.

3. Sum to lb terms

7 + 12a; + 17x-2 + 22a;3 +
4. Sum to n terms

l-2x + 3x2-4ic3 +

EXAMPLES

1. Continue each of the following scries three terms

:

(1) 48,60,72;

(2)48,60,75;

(3) 48, GO, 80.

2. The arithmetical mean of two numbers is 64 and their harmoni-

cal mean is GO ; find the numbers.

3. The sum of four numbers in A. P. is 72 and the product of the

extremes is to the product of the means as 27 to 35 ; find the numbers.
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4. If the arithmetical mean between a and b is twice as great as

the geometrical mean, shew that a:b::2 + y'S : 2 - y^3.

Obtain this result also geometrically.

5. If a, h, c are three given numbers, find the numbers which if

added to each of them will give sums (1) in A. P., (2) in G.P., (3) in

H.P.

6. If 2n+ 1 terms of the series 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, be taken, shew

that the sum of the alternate terms 1, 5, 9, will be to the sum of

the remaining terms as w + 1 to n.

7. On the ground lie n stones at intervals of 5 yards ; how far will

a person at the first stone have to travel to go and bring them one by

one to the first stone 1

8. On the ground lie n stones at intervals of 1 yard, 3 yards,

5 yards, 7 yards, etc. ; how far will a person at the first stone have to

travel to go and bring them one by one to the first stone ?

9. Sum to n terms :

(1) 0.9 + 0.99 + 0.999 +

(2) 0.7 + 0.77 + 0.777 +

10. The series of natural numbers is divided into groups as follows :

1; 2, 3; 4, 5, 6; 7, 8, 9, 10; etc.

Find the sum of the numbers in the rth group.

11. Between a and b are inserted 7i geometrical means; find the

sum of those means.

12. The sides of a right-angled triangle are in A. P.; shew that they

are in the ratio of 3 : 4 : 5.

13. Sum to 11 terms :

{]) I + {\ +b) r + {i +b + b^-) 7-^- + . . .
.'.

(2) (x + a) + {x"- + 2a) + (x^ + 3a) +

(3) 1.12 + 2.32 + 3.rj2 +
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14. Sum to n terms :

12 4.22a; +32,^2 + 42.^3 +

15. If a, h, c, d are in G.P., shew that

{a? + 62 + C-) (62 + c2 + d-^) = {ah + he + cdf.

Prove also the converse proposition.

16. If a^, h'^, c~ are in A.P., shew that h + c, c + a, a + h are in H.P.

17. Shew that a, b, c are in A. P., G.P., or H.P., according as

a—h a a a= _ , _ , or -

.

h - c ah c

18. If the sum of n terms of a series is a + bn + cn^ find the rt\\

term and the nature of the series.

19. The sum of n terms of a certain A. P. is (27i.)2 fur all values

of n ; find the series.

20. Sum to 2ri terms

a h a b
~ ~ —

:,
"f" ^r,

~
. "f"

21. If a, b, c are in H.P., shew that

(1 ) a -.n - h : :a + c :a - c

;

i9\
b + a b + c_^

_

\-')
J

"'"7 -" '

b - a b - c

c - a c - b a b

22. If

« = « + —-)-— + in mj. ;
r r-

j h h ...
y = o 1-— - xn xnj. ;

r r 2

c c • • /•

z = c -—[- - - in %nj. ;

shew that xy\z\\ah\Q,
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23. If a, b, c are the pth, rjth, rt\i terms of both an A. P. and a

G.P., shew that

24. If X, a^, a,, y are in A. P., x, g^, (jo, y in G.P., and x, h-^, h.^, y
in H.P. then

^1 + «2 ^Ml ; xy = a^K = a.,h^; a^K + a.\ = 2g^g.-,.

25. If a;, flj, a.,, a^, y are in A.P., and x, h^, A.,, A.^, y in H.P. shew

that

xy = a^ho = rto^o = (""J^i
•

26. If S„, Son, Sgn are the sums of n term.s, In terms, 3?i terms of

a G.P., shew that

S„(S3„ - Sjn) = (S.,„ - S„)2.



CHAPTER V

PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS

1. Explanatory. From the four letters a, h, c, d, it is plain that

all possible selections of three are the following :

bed, cda, dab, abc.

These are the combinations of four letters three at a time, and they

are four in number.

Take any one of these combinations, say bed ; then by interchange

of the letters b, c, d, the only arrangements of three that can be formed

of those letters are the following :

bed, bdc, cdh, cbd, dbc, deb.

Each of the remaining three combinations will give rise to six such

arrangements, so that in all there can be formed twenty-four arrange-

ments of three letters. These are the permutations of four letters

three at a time.

So, too, we speak generally of the combinations and permutations

of n things r at a time. The things are ordinarily denoted by

letters, different letters denoting dissimilar things and like letters like

things. When nothing to the contrary is stated, the things will be

supposed to Ije dissimilar. In the theorems and problems to be treated

it will always be a question of the 7iumber of possible permutations ur

combinations in question.

EXERCISES

1-. Determine the numl)er of coinbinations and permutations of three

letters, (1) one at a time, (2) two at a time, (3) three at a time, l)y actually

forming the combinations and permutations.

2. Determine the number of coiubinations and permutations of four

letters, (1) one at a time, (2) two at a time, (3) three at a time, (4) four at a

time, by actually forming the combinations and permutations.
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3. Given that the number of permutations of 5 things 3 at a time is 60,

shew tliat the number of combinations of 5 things 3 at a time is 10 and tliat

the number of permutations of 5 things 4 at a time is 60 x 2 or 120.

2. The Fundamental Theorem of Permutations. The theorem

will first be illustrated by finding the number of permutations of 5

letters a, b, c, d, e, taken 3 at a time.

The number of ways in which three places, in order as shewn in

the diagram,

b
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n(n— 1) ways of filling the first two places. In like manner each of

the 7i(7i - 1) ways of filling the first two places may be associated with

n — 2 ways of filling the third which makes n(n — l)(n — 2) ways

of filling the first three places. The reasoning may evidently be

continued. When ?• - 1 places have been filled, there remain n-r - 1

or n-r+l things so that the rth place may be filled in n — r+1 ways.

Thus the r places may be filled in

n(n- l)(n-'2) . ... .{n-r+l)

ways, and this then is the number of permutations of n things r at a

time. The number is frequently denoted by the significant symbol „Pr.

Cor. The number of 2^ermutations of n things n at a time, i.e., all

together is

n{n- 1) 3.2.1.

This number is generally denoted by the symbol \n or n[ which is read

n factorial.

Since

- IX /
, IX n(n-\) (n-r+\)(n-r)(n-r-\) 2.1

n[n - 1) (n-r+ 1) = _5^ ——1^
'- '-^ '.

(?i - r){n - r - 1

)

2.1

we have

n\
V^ = n{n- 1) {n-r+\) =

(?i - r) \

n-^ T

Ex. How many numbers of tliree digits, all different, may be formed from

the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ?

Tliis is readily seen to be the same as the number of permutations of

5 things 3 at a time and is therefore

5. 4. 3 or 60,

EXERCISES

1. In how many ways may 5 })ooks be arranged on a shelf ?

2. Write down the numbers represented by lyP^ 3, 12P7, s^s '"^"^^ com-

pute the value in each case.

3. How many words, each of four letters, may be formeJ from tlie letters

of the word co?n?'ocie 1
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4. TIow many numbers, each of 4 digits, may be made from tlie nine

digits, no digit being employed more than once ?

In how many of these will the first digit be an odd digit, and in how many
of them will the first digit be 6 ?

o. How many numbers, each of 4 digits, may be made from the nine

digits and the figure 0, no digit being employed more than once ?

How many of these will end in ?

6. How many numbers of 4 figures each may be made from the nine

digits, if digits may ))e repeated ?

7. A signal is made by running up on a vertical rope one, two, or three

flags. How many signals could be made with 7 flags of different colours ?

8. How many words each of four letters, beginning and ending with a

consonant, may be made from the letters of the word tambour?

9. In how many ways may 5 ladies and 5 gentlemen be assigned to 10

seats in a row, no two ladies to be seated together ?

10. Find in how many ways 9 persons may be seated at a round table

(1) supposing the seats distinguished
;

(2) considering relative position only
;

(3) considering relative position only except that two orders diflFering

only in direction (or sense) are counted as one.

11. In how many ways may 11 persons be seated relatively at a round

table if a certain two persons are not to be placed together ?

12. In how many Avays may 5 ladies and 5 gentlemen be seated relatively

at a round table if no two ladies are to be seated together ?

3. The Fundamental Theorem of Combinations. The theorem

will be illustrated by finding the number of combinations of 5 letters

a, b, c, d, e, taken 3 at a time. Denote the number sought by N.

Take any combination abc ; then by interchange of these letters we
obtain in all 3.2.1 distinct permutations, each of three letters. The

same is true of each of the possible combinations. Now no two

distinct combinations can give rise to the same permutation, while

from all possible combinations will be formed all possible permutations.

Hence the total number of permutations of 5 letters 3 at a time is

Nx 3.2.1.

But this number is already known to be 5.4.3.

.-. Nx 3.2.1 =5.4.3

^T 5.4.3 ,^
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The student is recommended to write down these 10 combinations

and see their relation to the 60 permutations of 5 letters 3 at a time.

The general position is : To find the number of combinations of n

things r at a time.

Denote this number by „C^. Take any combination of the r things
;

then, by interchange of the r things of which it consists, it will give

rise to r ! distinct permutations. The same is true of each combination.

Further, no two combinations can give rise to the same permutation,

while from all possible combinations will be formed all possible permu-

tations. Therefore, the total number of permutations of oi things r at

a time is

„C, X r !

But this number is already known to be

n(n - 1 ) {n - r + ]), or

;. „Cr X r ! = n(n - 1) (n-r+l)

{u-r)l

n\

(n-r)

p, 71(71 - 1 ) (71 - 7-+ \) 71 I

?•

!

r ! (?«. — r) !

Cor. The 7i7imber of combinatio7is 0/71 things r at a time is equal to

the nuinher of coinhinatioiis 0/71 things 71 - r at a time.

EXERCISES

1. From a company of 35 soldiers a picket of 5 soldiers has to be chosen
;

in how many ways is this possible ?

2. Write down in fidl, i.e., not employing tlie factorial symbol, the

numbers denoted by yC.j, yCj, gCg, and compute the value in each case.

3. From a case containing 15 books a person is to select 3 books ; in liow

many ways may the selection be made ?

4. If „Cu = „C7findn.

5. In a i)lane are 7 points ; liow many triangles may be formed witli .') of

these points as angular points 1

G. How many triangles can l)c funned having 3 of Ji given points in a

plane as angular points ?
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7. From a committee of 15 ladies and 20 gentlemen, a sub-committee of

3 ladies and 4 gentlemen is to be chosen ; in how many different ways may
this be done ?

8. How many diagonals has a heptagon ? a quindecagon ?

9. From 8 teachers and 60 pupils a committee of 3 teachers and 7 pupils

is to be chosen ; in how many ways may this be done ?

In how many ways may the committee be chosen if a certain teacher and

a certain 2 pupils are to serve on it ?

10. Show that

p _7i-r+ l p
r

11. In how many ways may 15 different things be divided among 3 persons,

each getting 5 things ?

12. In how many ways may 15 different things be divided into 3 parcels

of 5 each ?

13. In how many ways may 10 different things be divided among

A, B, C, D, if A and B are each to receive 2 things and C and D each

3 things ?

14. In how many ways may 10 different things be divided into two parcels

of 2 eacli and two parcels of 3 each ?

15. Shew that

16. In a plane are n points, j^ of which are in a straight line ; how many

triangles can be formed with 3 of the points as angular points ?

17. Shew that

i?^' = 2»(1.3.5 2n - 1).

18. In a plane are n points and through every two of them a straight line

(produced indefinitely) is drawn. Find the number of points of intersection

of these lines, exclusive of the n points.

19. How many combinations of 3 letters may be made from the letters

of the word Canada?

20. How many combinations of 4 letters may be made from the letters of

the word Manliattan ?
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21. Shew that mn diflferent things may be divided among m persons, each

receiving n things, in

(mn) !

ways and that the number of ways in which the mn things may be divided

into rii parcels of n each is

{m,n) !

(n !)"m !

22. How many words of 3 consonants and 2 vowels may be formed from

the letters of the word amplitude ?

In how many of these will the vowels be separated ?

23. Shew that the product of any r consecutive integers is divisible by r.

4. Additional Theorems. The theorems of the two preceding

articles have been spoken of as fundamental. As the theorem on

combinations has been derived from that on permutations, we might

say that there is one essential proposition. We shall now derive

certain further theorems either from those already given or by the

methods already employed.

Theorem I. The number of 'permutations ofn things taken all at a

time, p being alike and the rest unlike, is

nl

Let N denote the number sought. Take any one of the permuta-

tions and in it suppose the p like things replaced by p things different

from one another and from the rest. Then by permitting these p
things without disturbing the rest we should form jj ! distinct permu-

tations. The same is true of each of tlie N permutations in question

so that these would give rise to N x;? ! permutations. But these would

be the n ! permutations among themselves of 7i unlike things.

.'. N X p ! = ?i !

p\

Cor. The number of permutations of n things taken all at a time,

p being of one kind, q of another kind, r of another kind, is

p\ q
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Theorem II. l^he number of permutations of n things r at a tirne^

when repetitio7is of each thing are allowed up to r times, is n^.

As in the earlier theorem suppose that there are r phices to be

filled each by one thing. The first may be filled in n ways ; after it

has been filled in any way the second may be filled in n ways, since

tlie thing already placed may be repeated. Thus the number of ways

of filling 2 places is ti^ and by continuing the reasoning we find that

the number of ways of filling r places is w'".

Theorem III. The total number of ways in which a selection of one

or more thingsfrom n things may be made is 2" - 1.

The first thing may be taken or left, i.e., it may be treated in 2

ways. In either case the second thing may be treated in 2 ways, so

that the first two things may be treated in 2- ways. Similarly for the

successive things and the number of ways of treating all the things is

2". As this includes the case in which all the things are left, and

therefore no selection made, the result sought is 2" - 1.

Theorem IV. The value of r for which the mimher of combinations

of n things r at a tim.e is greatest is - ifnis even and or

when n is odd.

It is readily seen that

n- r-\-\

Therefore,

P — P V

w - r + 1 ^ Tas > = < 1 ;

r

as 7i-r+l>=< r ;

as ri + 1 > = < 2r ;

as 2r < = > ?i 4- 1 ;

7i+l
as r < = > o

2
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(a) Let vi be even. Then the greatest value the integer r can have to

be less than . is _ ; this, therefore, is the greatest value r can have

if ,S^r>iS^r~\' Thus, „C^ is greatest when r = - .

(b) Let n be odd. Then the greatest value r can have to be less

than —-— is —-— ; this, therefore, is the greatest value r can have it

„Cr>„C^_i. Thus „Cr is greatest when r= -^^— . But we must note,

also, that if r= -—_ , i.e., greater by 1 than " "
, then will „C^ = „C,._i

so that the number of combinations — at a time is the same as the

n 4- \ .

number — at a time and each is gx'eater tlian the number given bv

any other value of r.

EXAMPLES

L How many numbers of 5 figures each may be made from the

nine digits

(1) if digits may not be repeated
;

(2) if digits may be repeated ?

In (1) how many num})ers begin with 5 and end with 7, and how
many have 5 as their middle digit?

In (2) how many numbers begin and end with 5, and how many
have 5 as their middle digit 1

2. Find the total number of possible combinations of p + (] things

of which p are of one kind and q of another.

3. Find the number of combinations of 4 letters an<l the number of

permutations of 4 letters tiiat can be formed from the h'tters of the

word terrestrial.
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4. Shew that the number of combinations, n at a time, of 2n things

of which n are aUke exceeds by 1 the total number of combinations of

n tilings.

5. In a city are m streets running north and south and n streets

running east and west. Find in how many diflferent ways the direct

journey from the north-east corner of the city to the south-west corner

may be made.

G. If twenty persons are seated at a round table, in how many

ways may three of them be selected if no two of these three are to be

seated together 1

7. In how many ways can p positive signs and n negative signs be

arranged in a straight line if no two negative signs are to be together ?

8. Find in how many ways 8 like things may be given to 5 persons

(1) if there is made no restriction as to the mode of distribution
;

(2) if each person is to receive at least one thing
;

(3) if each person is to receive one thing and no person more

than two.



CHAPTER VI

THE BINOMIAL THEOREM

1. Preliminary. By actual multiplication we know the expansion

of (a + m)-, (a + x)'\ (a + x)\ and it may be a few higher powers of the

binomial a + x. Thus, "for example,

(a + x)^ = a^ + 3a^x + ?>ax^ + x^.

The question arises whether it is possible to obtain a rule for writing

down the expansion of a binomial to any 'positive iittegral power and

whether we can speak of an expansion and a rule for an expansion if

the exponent is a jjositive fraction or a 7iegative integer orfraction.

It will be seen that a rule is furnished by the Binomial Theorem.

The case first to be examined is that in which the exponent is a

positive integer. It will be well, before treating the general problem,

to obtain the expansion of say {a + xY by a method other than formal

multiplication. Plainly {a + xY is the product of the three factors,

a + X, a + a?, a + x.

Each term of the product will be of three dimensions, one dimension or

letter being furnished by each factor, so that all possible terms are

a^, a?x,ao?, a^

except that coefficients are wanting. The term a^ can and will be

formed in only one way, namely by taking a from each factor ; its

coefficient is therefore 1. The term a-x will be formed by takings;

from one factor and with it the a from each of the other two factors

;

X can be chosen from one of three factors in 3 ways so that the term

a-x can and will be formed in 3 ways and its coefficient is therefore 3.

The term ax^ will be formed by taking x from two factors, and with

these two x's the a from the remaining factor ; x can be chosen from

3 2
two of three factors in —1- or 3 ways and 3 is the coefficient of ax~.

The coefficient of x'^ is seen to be 1. Thus we have

(a + xY — «' + 3a-'.»- + 3ax- -r x^.
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EXERCISES

1. Find in the manner just given the expansions oi.

(a + x)\ (a+ xf, (d + xf.

2. Find in like manner the expansions of

(a-xf,(a + 2b)\(2a-3by.

3. How many terms in the expansions of

(a+ xf, (u-xy\ (2a+ 36)"?

2. The Binomial Theorem for a Positive Integral Exponent.

It is proposed to find the expansion of (a + x)"' where n is a positive

integer.

By (« + a;)" is meant the product of n factors

a + x, a + x, a + x.

Each term will be of n dimensions, one dimension or letter coming

from each factor, so that all possible terms are

except that the coeflficients remain to be found.

The term a" can and will be formed in only one way, namely, by

taking a from each factor; hence its coefficient is 1.

The term a""\« will be formed by taking x from any one factor with

the a from each of the remaining factors ; as x can be chosen in n ways,

the coefficient of d"~'^x is n.

The general term a'^'^'x^, the (r+l)th in order, will be formed by

taking x from any r of the factors with the a from each of the remaining

factors ; as the r factors which are to furnish x can be chosen in ,fi^

ways, the coefficient of a^~'^x- is

P ^^ w(?z-l) {n-r+\)
1.2 r {n — r)\r\
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By giving to r the values 1,2, n, we obtain the coefficients of

all the terms after the first. Hence we have

(« + xf = a" + na"-»a,- +
^^^^~

-^V-'V +
1.2

n(n-l) (,^_r+l)„_^^

1.2 r

and the required rule for the expansion has been found.

Cor. 1. The sum of the coefficients in the expansion of (« + ;«)" is 2".

(Found by putting a= 1, »;= 1.)

Cor. 2. The sum of the odd coefficients is equal to the sum of the even

coefficients. (Found by putting a=\, x= ^1.)

Cor. 3. The coefficients of terms equidistant from the beginning and
the end are the same.

Note :

—

(1) The number of terms is n + 1, so that if n is even there is a
middle term, and if n is odd there are two middle terms.

(2) For convenience the expansion is frequently written thus

:

(a + 70" = a" + ( J
yC'-^x +

( 2
)«"-'.x- + + ( '^'. )a"-'^/ + + .«",

where
(^

'^'

j denotes ^ ~ '
(^~^

)_ -^-^ ^^^^y agree to denote

the first and the last coefficient, namely Ij ^*y ( a )•

(3) (1 +,.)"= 1 +(?>+( 2 y^- •-•+(;.' y •- +^-'-

(4) {a - xf = a" - (
\)a'^-\r +

( ^') a^-'x^ - + ( _ 1)- (
'^^)

««-r^.^

+ +{-l)"x\

Ex. 1. Find the middle term of {2x - o*/)'".

There are in all 11 terms so tluit tlie middle term is the 6th, i.e., the term
involving

'\f.
It is therefore

tUtI (2a;)^(-3y)S ur - 252.32.243xV.
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Ex. 2. Find the sum of the scjuares of the coefficients in the expansion of

(1 + x)".

Denote the coefficient of vT by Cr ; then C(,= \ = Cn and CT=Cn_f.

:. (l + x)" = Co + ri a; + ("2 «" + + c„_ia;"-i + Cna;".

.•. (l + x)" = c„ + Cn-iX + c„_2x2 + + ci a;"-i + CoX".

In the product of the series the coeflScient of a;" is

Co ^ + Ci 2 + C2 - + + c„ 2

and this then is equal to the coefficient of tc" in (1 + x)-" and tlierefore to ^^

—

'-^.

n I n !

The student is recommended to work the example by finding the

coefficient of x" in the product of the expansions of (1 +x)''and ( 1 + -
) .

Ex. 3. If

(l+Cc)™ = Uo + aiX + + arX^ + + ((m^™)

(l + x)» = bo + bix + + brx"- + + 6„x",

find the value of

bo Clr + bi «r-l + ^2 «r-2 + + &r «0 .

This is evidently the coefficient of x^ in the product of the two series, and,

therefore, to the coefficient of x'' in (1 + x)™"^" which is equal to

(7)1+ n ) (m+n- 1) (m+ n — r + l)

1.2 i"T)

(:) Co )+(;-i) ( i>(. -2) (1 )+ +(0 ) C-H'":")-

EXERCISES

1. Write out the complete expansions of :

(a + 6)8, ^a-by, {a + 2bf, (l-ix)«, (1 + fx)*.

2. Find the middle term of the expansions of :

(x + yf, {x - ;,)™, (2a - 3;/)", {hx - 1 j/)^l

3. Find the two middle terms of :

(2a-3bf, {x-yf, (x'^-yy.
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4. Write down the general term, i.e, the (/•+ l)th term, of

;

(I-ck)", (l + 3.r)'", (rt-2x-)".

3. The Binomial Theorem for Fractional or Negative Ex-
ponents. The question now arises whether an expansion can be

found for (« + x)" when n is- fractional or negative, and, if so, whether the

rule established for the case in which the exponent is a positive integer

is applicable. We shall first examine certain examples.

Ex. 1. Ex.amine whether an expansion in ascending powers of x can be

found for (1 - a;)~'.

We have (1 - a;)
-
1= -J^ = 1 -4- (1 - a;).

\-x

Let the division be performed :

l-ic)! (l + x+ a;^+....

1- X

+ 03

+ x^

Plainly the operation of division will not terminate. At any step we may
write down a value of (l + a;)"', in part a series. Thus we may say

(l-a;)-i = l+x+ a;2+-^ .

1 — X
We are led to say

(1 - x)-' = 1 + X + x' + x'+ in inf.

And we have indeed seen that the limit of this series is (1-x)"', if x is

mimericuUij lens tlmn itnity.

Let us now apply the binomial rule, nJicioi, to hold for a j)<>sitive int.^gral

exponent. This would give

i+(-i)(-.)+^liil)(-.y+...+L-iiL(„̂ )---(-i-'-+»
(-.,,r+...

1.^ l.z.o ... r

or when reduced
l + x + x2+ x» +

a series which will not terminate. The result is in agreement wiHi the

expansion fonnd l)y division.
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Ex. 2. Examine whether an expansion in ascending powers of £c can l^e

found for (1 -xY'K

We have

{l-xf l-2x+x2'

Le'^ the division be performed :

1 - 2a;+ x') 1 (1 + 2x+ 3.x^ +

1 - 2x+ a;^

2x-
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The application of the rule here as in the earlier example furnishes an

infinite series.

Referring to Ex. 4, p. 85, we see that we can find the sura of n terms of

the series

l + 2a;+ 3a;2 +

and if x is numerically less than unity, it can be shewn that the limit of the

infinite series is (1 - x)"^.

1
Ex. 3. Find an expression in ascending powers of :(; for (1 +»;)-.

1
We have (1 + x-)2 = |/(1 + a;). Let the square root be extracted,
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tioiis, for ;ill integral or fractional positive or negative exponents. The
student who is not making a special study of mathematics may, for

the case of a fractional or negative exponent, assume its truth as thus

stated

:

^^
( 1 ) n is any jjositive integer and x any number,

or if

(2) n is a positive fraction or a negative integer orfraction while

X is numerically less than unity,

then

n , \n 1 ,
^ .

n(n~ I)
^ ,

,
n(n- 1) (n-r + I) .

,

( 1 + x)"' = 1 + -X + -^ 'x^ + + -J^ 1 )^ Ix^ +
1 1.2 1.2 r

It is to be noted that if ?i is a positive integer the series terminates

through the appearance of a factor zero in the numerator of a term
;

if n is not a positive integer no such factor can appear and the series

will not terminate.

If it is a question of the expansion of (cf + .t)" where n is fractional

or negative, it is well, as a rule, to regard this as a" ( 1 + - ) .

In Art. 5 of this chapter will be given a proof of this theorem

which may, if desired, be now studied. The following examples,

however, do not depend upon the method of proof but only on the

result which as said may be assumed.

Ex. 1. Expand (1 - a,)-^

It follows from tlie general theorem that

The general term is

(-3)(-4) (_3-r+ l)

1.2,

This equals

i-xY

( - 1)"^.— !^ ^ ( - xf, or
1.2 ..... r ' 1.2

-3-4^2, (r + l)(r+ 2)

2 1.2
.-. (1-.-«)-'= l + 3.x + _* x^ + +y ' ^^ V '

"^
0;'"+
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Ex. 2. Expand (a+x)-^

(,.+,.)-'=»-.(n-iy'=i . {i+(-2)--^
(-^)(-s) .(;)V }V a/ ((- l a 1.2 \a / J

The general term of tlie expansion within the brackets is

(zm^^>-^^d=lzl±^.(±\..^-ly. (,.+1)-;
1.2 r \a y a'^

:. (a+ xy'=\~2^+3€- + (_i)r(,.+ i)._^+
a- rii rt* n"-^-a' (I? cc a^+-

Ex. 3. Find the coefficient of x'' in the expansion of ( L i .

(l±^y=(l + xy (l-xy^= (l + 2x + x') (l + 2:c + 3x^ + +V+lx'-+ )

In this last product the coefficient of of is seen to be

(r + l) + 2.r+ (7--l)or4;-.

This result may be obtained otherwise in noting that

(l+^YJlz^lf+^=i+4x(i-xy\
\i-x/ {i-xy ^ '

Ex. 4- Find the sum of the first r-\-\ coefficients in the expansion of

(1 - x)" where n may be any positive or negative integer or fraction.

Let

(1 - XY = <'o + <'! a; + ''a
^'^ + + Cy y^ -^

Also we have

(l-cc)-i =1 + a; + a;- + + x'' +

Tlien Co + f I + + Cr equals the coefficient of a;'' in the exjiansion of

the product (1 - a;)" (1 -.>;)"' or (1 - a)""^. This coefficient equals

(»-l)(n-2).....(n-l-r+ l ) ^^ (h-1)(71-2) (n-r)

1.2 r ' v\
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EXERCISES

1. The following special expansions are so important tliat the student

should be fauiiliar with them. They are put as exercises and the general

term in each case is to be found.

(1) (l-.o)-i -l + ^ + ic2 + a3»+ x*+

(2) (1+.'-)"' =l-x + x''-x^ + x'-

(3) (l-a;)-2 =l + 2x+ Zx'^4.x^ + bx* +

(4) (l-x)-3 =\ + ^x+—x''+^x^ +^x*+
^ ^ ^ ^ 1.2 1.2 1.2

^ ^
1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3

(6)(l-:.0-»'= l + mx+"'('" + ^W+"<^'^ + ^>(^^+ ^>.:^ +
1.2 1.2.3

2. Find tlie general term iu the expansion of each of the following :

(1 - a.')2, (1 -xy 2, (a + xf, (2a - 3x) \

3. Find the first negative term in the expansion of (l + x)-.

4. Expand to 5 terms in a series of powers of the fractions appearing in

the binomial :

i^'if' Mf^ i^-ir'-

5. Find the general term in the expansion of each of the following :

(i+x)^, (i+3a'rt (i-^^r^.

6. Find the coefficient of x'iu the expansion of each of the following :

1 + x (l + xf (l + xf
(l-xf {1-xf (1-x/

7. Expand to four terms each of the following :

. (l-a-)^ (l-'x)K (l + x)^ (l+x)i (l + 2a)§.

1-x
8. Find the sum of the first /• + 1 coefficients of the expansion of ,.. .^ •

(2r) 1

9. Prove that the coefficient of x"" in the exi)ansion of (1 -4.v)~- is -,—rrr,

(r!)-
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10. Recover the power of a binomial wliich leads to each of the following:

«i^D-<D^<D^
r'>) 1-1 ^ +h^ l-hM 1 +

2 2 2.4' 2' 2.4.6" 2'

(3) 1 + ^ +1:^+1:^+
^ ^ 3 3.6 3.6.9

(4)1 +_1+Li.l+1^M +
^ ^ 5 1.2 5^ 1.2.3 5-'

4. Approximations. When in a problem the result is given in

tlie form of an intinite series it is in general necessary, for practical

purposes, to accept the approximation furnished hj some definite and

small number of terms. The following examples will illustrate this

fact. The question of the degree of the approximation will not be here

investigated, the student being referred to the excellent Algebra of

Chrystal, Vol. II, p. 192, et seq.

Ex. 1. A cube of copper of edge 1 in. at O'C. is brought to a temperature

of 1°C. It is found that each edge has been increased in length 0000017 in.

;

find the increase in volume. The volume at 1°C. is (1 + 0'000017)^ cubic in.

and this equals

(1 + 3x0000017 + 3x0000017- + 0000017') c. in.

The last two terms are very small compared with the second term and the

volume to a degree of approximation that makes it practically correct is

(l + 3x0"000017) c. in., so that the expansion in volume is 3x0-000017 or

0-000051 c. in.

Here 000017 is tlie coefficient of linear expansion of cf)pper and 0-000051

the coefficient of cubical expansion.

In like manner if the coefficient of linear expansion of a given metal is x

the coefficient of cul)ical expansion is 3a;.

Ex. 2. Find ap[)roximately the square root of 99.

= 10 (1---
100/ V 100

1/99= (100-1)^ ==100^ ('l-_L^ =10 fi- J_^
^ ' V 100/ V 100/

=10(1-1. .i._l. J-^^L. J )
V 2 100 8 100- !6 100» /

The terms within the brackets liecome small very rapidly, and if Ave take tlie

lirst tliree terms as an approxuuation, the result is.9'949875, which is correct
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to 5 places of decimals, the root having the digit 4 in the sixth place. J)y

taking four terms we get a result correct to eight places of decimals.

Ex. S. If X is a quantity so small that the cubes and higher powers of x

may be neglected, find the approximation to the value of

(1 + 2^x0^ (1-x)^

{2 + ^xf

(l + 2a:)*(l-x)-(l +|)"
:_ _ _

, approxnnately

This fraction =

(-i-'|-)(---^)

1 (00 ^t/CC

~
2
~~8~

1 7x 29cc^= _ - L , neglecting powers higher than the third.
4 8 32

° ° ^

EXERCISES

1. Find approximately the square root of each of the following numbers :

'

24, 80, 620, 224, 1220.

2. Find approximately the value of each of the following :

63^, 97*, l-=-47^ 240* 1^127*.

3. If the coefficient of cubical expansion of a certain metal is 000078,

find the coefficient of linear expansion.

4. If X is so small tliat its second and higher powers may be neglected

find the value of each of the following :

(l + 2aO*(l-3;.-)% (4 + *-)'*(l-^-)~', (8 + .0 -*(! + :>:)%

(l + 2.>-)* + (l-3.«;)"' (5 + 9a-)-' + (3+ 2a;)-^

(l + 4:>;)J + (l+5x)5-' (l + a;)^
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5- Proof of the Binomial Theorem for a Positive Fractional

Exponent and for a Negatice Inti-.yral or Fractional Exponent.

The following proof of the theorem, under stated assumptions, for

the case in which the exponent is fractional or negative, is now added.

The series

, , m ,
mCm - 1 ) „

,
,
m(m. - 1) (m -r+\) .

1 1.2 1.2 r

will terminate if m is a positive integer and its value is then (1 4-a;)'".

If m is not a positive integer no factor can be introduced into the

numerator of any term so that the series will not terminate ; this

infinite series has a finite limit when
|
x

|
<1, a fact wliich will be

assumed, and under this supposition as to the values of m and x, it is

proposed to find the value of the series. The value of the series

depends on that of m ; it is then a certain function of m which will be

denoted hj f{m). Thus if m is a positive integer /(«i) = (1 +,x-)'". Then

.„ /m\ .,, £ m(m-\) (m-r+\) , , i ^, ,

if
( ) IS written tor _: '. 1 .' whatever be the value
\r) 1.2 r

of m,

y(») = i + (7> + (™V + .....+(™y+

Also, if m is replaced by n,

/(„) = ! +(«>.- + (»y + + (»>' +

Assume now that it is permissible to multiply two infinite series

with finite limit as if they were polj'nomials ; then

f(m) . f{n) = 1 + ( 1 ) + ( 1 ) [*-' + Jill infinite series of higher powers of x.

In this product, the coefl[icient of «'" is

C)+(T)(,-i)- COCO-

This series of fractions in\olving vi and n may be added to form one

fraction and the way in which in and ?t ajjpear in the result will be the
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same whatever values m and n have. ]>ut when 7n and m are positive

integers (See Ex. S, p. 102), the sum is

m + ?i\ , (to + «) (m + ?/- - 1 ) ''?« + n-r + \)nn + ?i\

1.2

which must then be the sum whatever be m and 'u. Therefore, what-

ever be the values of tn and n,

f(m) .fin) = l+{m + n) .r
+^"^ + ^'^ (^n + n-l) ^, ^

-! +
( 1 )-+( 2 )^" + +

( ,
)-^"+----

Hence, also,

and generally,

/(m) ./(7l) /(f) =/{vi + 7i + + 0-

Suppose that here there are q factors and put tii, ti, , t each

equal to - where 2^ and q are positive integers. Then

{/Cj)}'-/(f-')-^<")

= (1 +»,')'', since p is a positive integer.

.•./(;i) = (l + 4.

Hence, ify(- ) is w-ritten at length,

tPl-l) P(P-l)...(P-r + l)

(l+xr = 1 +^lx + 'L^ ix^ + .. . +^i? L_^l ix^ + .. .
^ '

q 1.2 1.2 r

and the binomial rule applies to the case in which the exponent is a

positive fraction.
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As there are more than one qth root (q indeed) of which one or

at most two are real, it is necessary to determine which qth root is

given by the expansion. Let x grow to the value 0; then (l+x)'/

P.

becomes 1^ and the series becomes 1 ; hence, for these to be equal, the

qth root taken must be the arithmetical root.

Next let 711 be a negative integer or fraction, and jiut it equal to

— 7n' where m' is positive. Then

/( - m) . J\m) =/•( - m + m) =/(0) = 1

.-. /( - vi) = —i

—

But m! being a positive integer or fraction /"(/«') = (1 + x)'^'

:. fi - m) = \ = ( 1 4- ,x')-'»'

:. (1 +»;)'" =/(»^),

or if y(»t) is written at length

m mim - 1 ) ia( m - \) . . . . (m - r + \)
(1 + x)'« = 1 + ya;+ -^ j-2"-^.'e2 +.... + -^

yi r
"'*''' + ' " ' "

Hence the binomial rule applies to the case in which vi is a negative

integer or fraction.

6. The number of Homogeneous Products. Let a,h,c, ,h,

be n given letlers, and consider the product, of the n infinite series

:

1 + ax + a-x- + + (•('.'f/ +

\+hx + h~x^ + + Wx" +

\ \- CX + c-x^ + + C''.f'" +

\ +hx + h-x- + ..... + /('.<;' +

In this product the coefficient of x'' will l)e the sum of all possi])le terms of

r dimensions that can be made from the n given letters and repetitions

of them, i.e., will be the sum of the homogeneous products of n things

?• iit a time. If each of «, 6, c, , h bo put ecjual to 1, each term in
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this sum is 1, and the sum is the number of such products. But when

the letters are thus repUiced by unity, the product of infinite series

becomes (1 +.^• + .^•-+ )" or (1 -a;)"", and in this the coefficient of

:d is

n{n+\) {n + r- 1)

1.2 r
'

and this is therefore the number of homogeneous products of n things r

at a time.

7. The Numerically Greatest Term. It is proposed to find

the number of the term or terms of greatest numerical value in the

expansion of (1+a;)". The (?'+l)th term is formed from the rth by

multiplying by

. o: or I - 1 )x
r \ r /

which may be called the multiplier for the (r + 1 )th term. As we are

concerned only with the numerical value of terms, we need consider

only the numerical value of this multiplier, and may then suppose x to

be positive.

I. Suppose n a positive integer.

Then since r cannot be greater than n + \ the multiplier is always

positive. Kow
the (r+ l)th term > = < the rth term

as Cl±i-lV-> = <l

.-. as - > = < _ + 1

r ,c

> = <
n+l x+l

(n + l)x

x+ 1

As long as r is less than this value the terms continue to increase and,

(n+ l)x
.

when r passes this value, to diminish. If — , is an integer 2^, the

multiplier for r=p is 1, and the pth and (p + 1 )th terms are equal and
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{n+ l)x
greater than any other term. If r— is fractional and between the

integers/* andp + 1, then r =p is the last value that makes the multiplier

for the (r+ l)th term greater than unity and tlie (7^+ l)th term is the

greatest.

II. Suppose 71 a positive fraction, or a negative integer or fraction.

We have then to take x less than 1.

(1) Let n be a positive or negative proper fraction.

Then 0<n+l<2

< < 2, for all values of r
r

.', - 1 < - 1 < 1, for all values of r
r

Thus, ar being less than 1, ( -Ijx is numerically less than 1, so

that the multiplier for the (r+l)th term is always numerically less

than 1 and the first term is the greatest.

(2) Let n= -I.

The expansion is then 1 +x + x- + , and the first term is the

greatest.

(3) Let n< -I.

Put7i= -771 where 7n is positive and greater than 1. The multi-

plier is then numericall}'!^ ) x or (
''"V ''' ^^^^^^^

the (/•+ l)tli term> = <the rth term

as \^ + 1 j .X- > -- < 1

!^ > = <J-1

'''

> = < ,

I - X 1 - .'•
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Therefore as in I, if this last value is an integer j), the pth and

(p+ l)th terms are equal and greater than any other term, while, if it

lies between the integers ]) and p+ 1, the (/;+ l)th term is the greatest

term.

(4) Let n>\.

When r>?^+ 1 it is plain that the multiplier ( - l) x is num-

erically less than unity, so that tlie greatest term is among those for

r<?i+l, since n not being an integer, r cannot equal n+1. The

multiplier is in this case positive. As before we find that

(r+ l)th term > = < rth term,

(n+ l)xr> = < l+x '

and that, if this value is an integer p, the pth and (p + l )th terms are

equal, and are the greatest terms, while if this value lies between the

integers p and p + 1, the (p + l)th term is the greatest.

EXERCISES

1. Find the number of the greatest term in each of the following expan-

sions, reproducing the reasoning of this article :

(1) (l-x)-'{0YX= ^.

(2) (1 + x)"^ fora;= f.

(3) (l + x)* for x= ^ and for «;=§.

(4) (l + x)'^fora;= f.

In each case write down the multiplier for the 2nd, 3rd, terms until the

greatest term is reached.

2. Find the number of the greatest term hi the expansion uf each of the

following :

(1) (l + x)-=forx= f.

(2) (l + x)'-' for a; =f.

(3) (l + x)-' forx= f.

(4) (l + x)""forx=|.
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EXAMPLES

(Note.—When, in the following examples, the letters C(^, Cj, c^,

appear, they are supposed to be the coefficients in the expansion of

(1 +«)" where n is a positive integer, and the last of them will therefore

be c„.)

1.
1 \2»

Find the middle term in the expansion of (x—
)

2. If m and n are positive integers, shew that the coefficient of £c™

in the expansion of (1 - a;)-("+i) is equal to the coefficient of x"^ in the

expansion of (1 — .r)~("*+i).

3. Shew that, in the infinite series which gives a binomial expansion,

the terms are sooner or later of the same sign or of alternate signs.

Illustrate each possibility.

4. Shew that

^1 + 2-^ + 3^''+ +n ^" _ n(n + \)

Co c^ c^ c"-i 2

(1 +xy^
5. Find the coefficient of x'>^+^ in the expansions of -^^j — and

{\+xf
n-xy^'

3. Sum to infinity :

/,, , 1 , 1.3 1.3.5
(1) 1 + _ +__ + +
^ ' 10 10.20 10.20.30

1 . 1.4 1.4.7 .

(2) i +_
^ ^9 9.1 8^9.18.27

7. Find the sum of the first n + r coefficients in the expansion of

(1 +xY
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8. If ?i is a positive integer, shew that

12 12_22

How many terms are there in this series 1

9. Shew that

(n+ 1
)"

(Cq + Ci) (C + C) (C„_;^ + C„) = C^Cj c„ .
^ -A.

n I

10. Find the vahie of the remainder after u terms in the expansions

of (I -x')-i and (l-a;)-2.

11. Shew that

c. .c^ . _^
c„ 2« + i -

1

2 3 n + l n + 1

12. Find the coefficient of se'y'sP' in the expansion of (a; + y + c;)^^.

13. Shew that

c^ - 2co + 3^3 - +n( - l)"-^c„ = 0.

14. By treating 1 - 2.r + 3.r- as a binomial find the coefficient of cc*

in the expansion of ( 1 - 2a; + 3a;-)".

15. Shew that

(-0 + 2?^ + 3c2 + + (w+ l)c„ = 2« + w2'-^

IG. Shew that

c^2 + 2c,2 + +„c„2 = (2«-l)!-^(n-l)! {n-\)\.

1 7. If « is an odd positive integer shew that the integral part of

(l/2 + l)Ms(,/2 + l)"-(v-2-ir.

18. Shew that

<--o{--V + (-l)V

is equal to if n is odd and to (
- l)^ ?i !

-=- (|'/;) ! (}j?i,) ! if n is even.

19. If n is a positive integer shew that the integral part of

(2 + \/'i>f '^^ ^^ ^^^ integer.



CHAPTER VII

THE EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC SERIES

1. The Exponential Series. It is proposed to make a Ijrief

study of the infinite series

a series which, on account of its simple form, might very easilj' have

suggested itself for examination. Tliis series has a finite limit for all

finite values of x, a fact which will be assumed. Thus for x = 1 the

series is

1+1 + — +— + ^ + + ^- + (2)
1 1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.4 1.2.3 r ^ '

This last series is seen to be less than

l + l+i+i^ +J_+ + -L+
2 2.2 2.2.2 i"""^

which after the first term is an infinite geometrical progression with

common ratio |- so that its sum is

1 + _i- or 3.

\-\

Tluis the series (2) has a finite limit between 2 and 3. This limit can,

by taking a sufficient numl)er of terms, be found to any degree of

accuracy but it cannot be computed exactly. Its value is denoted by e

so that

e=l+-+ - + + in inf. (I)
1 1.2 1.2.3

•
^ ''

Approximately e = 2-7182818

Denote the series (1) by F(.<'), thus indicating that it is a function of

X, Then putting for x the values m and 7i we have
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F(m) = l+_ +_ + +-- + ,

F(^)=l+_ +_ + +_ +

Assuming that these series may be multiplied as if the}^ were two
polynomials we have

F(«i) . F(n) = 1 +— (m + n) + terms of higher dimensions in m and n.

In this product the term of ?• dimensions in m and n is

— + • — H • — + +,

—

r! (r-1)! 1! {r-2)! 2! r!

which can be put in the form

1 r r ,
* r-1 ,

T(r - 1) r-2 9 , , rl

riL 1 1.2 J

which is equal to {m + n)

Then giving to r the values 1, 2, 3, we have

F(m).FH = l+(^^±Zil + (!^i±!^' + + (^Lt^r +
1 ! 2 ! r !

that is, the product is the result of putting m + n in place of [x) in (/).

Therefore,

F(m)
.
F(n) = F(m + 7i)- (^^)

Let, now, ,'« 1)6 a positive integer. Then, by repeated application of

(//), it follows that

F (1) . F (1) to a; factors = F (1 + 1 + to .r terms).

.-. |f(1)}'^F(,^) (///)

Next let - be any positive fraction, ;j> and q being integers. Then

f(| ). f(P to ^ factors = f(| +^ + to q terms)

/, |JF(- )V = J{p) = |f (1)| ,
by (///) since p is a positive integer.
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Then extracting the qth root

Thus from (///) and (IV) it follows that for all positive integral or

fractional values of x

{f(1)} = F(.;).

Finally let x be a negative fraction or integer and equal to -
3/ so

that y is positi%e. By (//) we have

F( - y) . F(y) = F( - y + y) = F(0) which is seen to be 1.

F(y) /r(l))' ^ ^

Thus also, replacing - y by x, we have when x is a negative integer or

fraction

F(.r)=[F(l)y

Hence for all positive or negative integral or fractional A-alues of x,

{F(l)}^ = F(:t').

But F(l) = e( = 2-7182818 approximately). Therefore

g-=l + -+ -+ +-+ (V)
1! 2! r! ^ ^

This is the exponential theorem.

2. Logarithmic Theorem. In ( V) of the preceding article replace

X by .r log/f. Tht'u, since ^^''"^«"= {e'°^e''}' = a* by the definition of

logarithm, it follows that

^^^ .rjog^ .T2^jlog^2

1 1.2

In this put x=l +y.
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Let y be numerically less than 1 so that we may expand (1 +y)' l>y tlie

l)inomial theorem. Then

N. 1 x(x-l) o x(x—l)...(x-r+l)r.
i.

Z

1 . ^ • . . ?

Then equating the coefficient of x in the two values of (1 +y)% "we have

1 2 3 -i

This is valid for values of y numerically less than 1. Replacing y by x

as the theorem is generally quoted in terms of x, we have for ja;|<l

This is the logarithmic theorem.

It can be shewn to be valid for x-\, though notfor.'r=l. By
giving to X the value - | we can find to any degree of accuracy logg 2

and then by putting x= - ^ the value of logg 3 and so on. This is not

the best way of finding these logarithms, as the series may be modified

to give the approximate values more readily, but this matter we shall

not deal with further.

When the logarithms of successive integers to the base e have been

found they can be changed to logarithms to base 10. For having

found logg 10 we have for any number N

"'^ log. 10
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Exercises : Page 5

1. (1) a;(x+ l)-x2= 13; (2) 3x+ lo= 2(a;+ 15) ; (3) 2(100-xxl00
-rlO)= 100 —XX 100-^-11. 2. (1) A property of every three consecutive

integers
; (2) A property for every division of the line.

Exercises : Page 6

1. (1) 11; (2) 12; (3) pqr
; (4) ahc. 2. 15 ft., 27 ft.

Exercises : Page 9

1. 0, a; = 0; -1, r.:= 0; 5|,a:= |; 2,x = l. 2. -5|,a;= |; 0,cc = 0;

1, jc= ; 4, x = l. 3. -6J, .'*;= |, min.; A\\, x = %, min. ; 7g, >- = lj, max.

Exercises : Page 15

1. {a;+ (7 + l/69)-^2}{cc+ (7-l/69)-^2}; (x-1) (2a;-5); {2a;+ (|/73

+ 5)^4}{(i/73-5)4-4-2a;} ; 7{x-(ll + i/ -19)^-14} {x-(ll- /- 19)

^14}. 2. (7±v/37)-=-2; (2±/19)-4-3; ( -3±t/149)-^10; (11± v'131)-r6.

3. Real and positive ; real, one positive and one negative, the former the

greater numerically ; real and negative; real and positive. 4. x^-9.c + ll

= 0. 5. ax'+ {b-2ah)x-it-c-hh+ ah'^=0. 6. a;'-10x-+ 12= 0. 7.
»'-'+

vipx+ wi?q= 0. 9. (1) 4a;^-37x+ 9= 0; (2) 3:c2-7a;+ 2 = ; (3) Sx"-

42x+ 27 = 0. 10. (1) ci'x'-{¥-2ac)x+ c''= 0; (2) cx' + hx+a^Q
; (3)

c2x'-(62-2ac)a;+ a2=0; (4) aV + 6(62 - 3ac).x- + c»= ; (5) aV+a6cx+
c«= ; (6) oc''-(62-4ac)a; + l = 0. U. {q->iy = {p-r) {rq-ps). 12.

rt-f-p= 6-j-5= c-f->-. 14. Zero for a:= 4 or —3
; negative for x between 4

and - 3 ;
po.sitive for other values. 15. Always positive. 16. rt(v5-l)-^2

and a(3 - v/5)-r2 ; a(3+ i/5)-t-2 and o( - 1 - |/5)-h2.

Exercises : Page 21

1. ±v/fi-^2, ±r/35-^5. 2. J, 5, (-l±/-3)^2. 3. 4,-13,(9 + 3,/-
3J)-2. 4. 5,-f, {(5±v'137)4-4}. 5. 2, 2, (9± v^ 337) ^8. 6. i,3,(-3±
i/-7)-f4. 7. l,-l, + v/-l,-|/-l. 8. 3, -10, (-7±3|/-ll)H-2. 9.7,
-28. 10. 7,-13, {-3+1/79}.
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Exercises : Page 24

1. 3, 5. 2. 1, -1. 3. 36, 12. 4. 1, 2, 3. 5. ¥1^, -¥t°, -fi

Exercises : Page 27

1. 4, 3; 9f, -2f. 2. 5, 3; 3, 5. 3. ±3, +7; ±5/ -5, +2/ -5.

4. ±2, +1; ±4f, +5V 5. 5, 4; 4, 5. 6. ±2, +1; ±1, qp2. 7. 2, 3

;

fgf, fBf- 8. ±7, +6; ±6, +7. 9. 9, 12; 0,0. 10. f, | ; f, f ; (-5±i/
- 35)^ 4, ( - 5 + / - 35) -f 4. 11. 7, 5 ; (2+ 12m)-T-(l + m^), (2m+ 12m2)^ (1 +
»r) where m= ( — 5± 1/ 14) -r- 11.

Examples : Page 27

1. One real root between - 2 and -
1 , one between and 1 and one

between 3 and 4. 4. 51f c. ft. 7. 2"9, nearly. 8. 5 or - ^. 9. ^"= 7, roots

3, 5; /j=-l, roots + 1, -1. 11. 2, - 14, -6± v/ -54. 12. ( - 3± ^z 102) H-
2,

{3,-6}. 13. 3, i, (7±l/13)-^6. 14. 1, W^ ± i/m2 - 4) where m= (-l±
|/5)-2.

15. ± 1, ± i/m where m= |( - 1 ± |/ - 3). 16, 3, 5
; ff, - ^f . 17. 1, 5

;

5,1; 2, 3; 3, 2. 18. ±2, +3; ±8/ -1, qiSy' - 1. 19. 0, ; VM ; -4, 2.

20. 1, 3 ; 3, 1 ; 2±5i/ - 1, 2 + 5i/ - 1. 22. - 14. 23. 20 ct. a doz. 24. 150

mi. 25. Line bisected. 27. Equally.

Examples : Page 37

1,7:4 or 5:3. 2.-3. 3. 7. 4. ab:a'h'. 5. 30. 17. ±3, ±5, ±11.

18. 0, 0, ; 3, 2, 1. 19. 2, 3, 4.

Exercises : Page 45

1. a = 2/1-2. 2. a=V^rl 3. r = 6. 4.816 ft. 5. 22315 days.

Exercises : Page 50

l.v^^bh. 2. 1' = 3 -1416 r^; 197-9208. 3. 5319^^. 4. (1) y= 2

;

(2) »-= l-5.

Examples : Page 51

I r2^64-4.s. 2. 0-0622 o/i?HS. 3. v= lhh. 5. a- and y sides of a right-

angled triangle remaining similar to itself. 6.^= 14. 7. '!/= 12. 8. y = l.

9. y= 10-5. 10. 1-693 m. 11. 3-98125 ft. 12. a; : 1/ : : 3 : 4 or : : 4 : 3.

Exercises : Page 55

1. (1) 93, 2>i.-l; (2) 283,6/1 + 1; (3) -155, 33-4»; (4) -504,

107-13n. 2. 53 + 48+43+ ; -57, -2. 3, 3,12,21. 4. 30. 11. 69.

13. 0,
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Exercises : Page 58

1,36,53, ,206. 2. 13, 9, . . . . ,-3. 3. {{n-r+ l)a + rb} -^{n+ 1).

4. 13i, 15f , , 22f

.

Exercises : Page 60

1. (1) 8533; (2) 1510J ; (3) -689; (4) 53; (5) (53a+ 13786) H-fc.

2. (1) 2n' + 7n; (2) ^{oin - 57i^) ; (3) ^{on^+ lon). 5. 4 or 8. 6.5.

7. 8. 8. 7. 9. 13. 10. |(5r- + 19r). 11. -52i-40i-29-
; 2405.

13. 10,465. 14. 14r+ 4. 'l5. 5,8,11. 16. 29+ 35 + 41 + ; 14. 17.

-17-15-13 19. 161f^.

Exercises : Page 64

1. (1) 58, 5«-i;
(2) 7.28, 7.2»-i;

(3) 2+ 3«, 2-^3«-i
; (4) l + 2^

l+2»-i; (5) 1+ 28, (-l)»-' + 2»-i.
2. a= 480, r= i; 480+ 2'6. 3.12,24,

48. 4. r = 27. 9. 1^ 10. r=b\

Exercises : Page 66

1. 21, 63, 189. 2. 35, 245 3. 24, 144

Exercises : Page 68

.
1. (1) i(5^-l); (2) 1(7-7-^8); (3) i(2 + 2-"-8)

; (4) f + f(|)^«;

(5) a(l-a2»)+ (l-a2). 2. (1) 4"-!; (2) 12-12+ 2"; (3) |-(-l)"|

+ 3" ». 3. (a;«-y»)+ (a;-y). 5. H + 2(a;''- l)+a;«(x- - l) + (x2»- l)+x^''(x-^- 1).

6. 9.12.10. 7. 17, 51, 221; ^^, -^^, ^fs, 8. 48, 72,108. 10. 1st term

h{r - 1) ; ratio r. 12. ^ij°(10"
- 1) - n. 13. { a^a" - 1)+ (a - 1) - b-(b" - 1)+

{b-l)}H^-b).
Exerclses : Page 73

1. (1) I; (2) 3; (3) |. 2. (1) 15; (2) 3i ; (3) 21. 5. r=f
6. I, sW, UUi- 7. Area of original s(iuare.

Exercises : Page 76

1. 1147317. 2. 81484-12. 3. ^406910. 4. $3000. 5- $1849-34

6. $786018.

Exercises : Pace 78

1. 105, -105,-35, -21. 2. 6 and intinity. 3. 840,420,280.

Exercises : Page 80

1. 12, 15. 2. 7 A, 6, 4^. 5. p/+ 0' + 'i)-
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Exercises : Page 82

1. n(4H2-l)-=-3. 2. n(n+ l){n+ 2)^3. 3- 2n(n+ l) (2n+ l)^3.

4. ?i(4hH17h + 21)4-2. 5. na'+ 7i{n-l)ab + n{n-l) (2n-iy'-^G.

Exercises : Page 84

1. ^2(2,12-1). 2. n{n + l)(n + 2){n + 3)^4:. 3. 27i\n+ iy. 4. n(n+ l)

{dn'+ 23n + 13)^G. 5. nu^ + ^n{n + l) .3an+^n{n+ l) (2n+ l)ab' + ^n''

{a + l)-b\

Exercises ; Page 85

1. (l-x»)^(l-:*j)--«sc"-=-(i-a). 2. 6-1^2"-3_(2ft-l)-^2"-i. 3. 7-H

(l-a;) + 5a;(l-:t;"-0H-(l - o;)'^- (5h + 2).x"-=-(1 -a;), 4. Change a; to - x in (1.).

Examples : Page 85

1. (I) 84, 96, 108
; (2) 93|, W^^^, 146|i

; (3) 120, 240, infinity.

2. 48, 80. 3. 9, 15, 21, 27. 5. (1) No number if a, b, c are not in A.P.;

(2) {ar,-b'-)^{2b-a-c); (3) {2ac-ab - bc)^{2b - a-c). 7. 5H(n + l).

8. tt(H-l)(2u-l)^3. 9. (1) «-^ + i^lO"; (2) 7n^9-7-^81 + 7-^

(81.10"). 10. r(;- + l)-^2. 11. «(l-i»)^(l->')where?-»+i = 6^a. 13. (1)

(1 - r")-^(l -
6) (1 ~ r)

-

6(1 - 6«;-")^(l -b){l- br)
; (2) a;(l - a;»)-^(l - a-) +

km(/i + l); (3) ri(H+ l)(6ft^-2n-l)H-6. 14. (1 -x)-^+ 2.x(l -a;«-i)(l -ic)---*

- (n'+ 2h - 1) .x"(l - a;)-2 + 7i'x»+i (1 - --»;)
'^- 18. b + c {2r - 1) ; an A. P. except

for the first term.
'

19. 4 + 12 + 20+ 20. (a -^r-b^ »•-) (r^" - 1) H- ( r- - 1)

Exercises : Page 89

1. (1) 3, 3
; (2) 3, 6

; (3) 1, 6. 2. (1) 4, 4
; (2) 6, 12 ; (3)

4, 24
; (4) 1, 24.

Exercises : Page 91

1. 120. 2. 14820309504000 ; 3991680 ; 40320. 3. 840. 4. 3024 ; 1680
;

336. 5. 4536 ; 504. 6. 6561. 7- 259. 8. 144. 9. 28800. IQ. (1)

362880; (2) 40320; (3) 20160. 11. 2903040. 12. 2880.

, Exercises : Page 93

1. 324632. 2. 35, 126, 1. 3. 455. 4. 18. 5. 35. 6. n(n-l) (n- 2)4-3

!

7. 2204475. 8. 14, 90. 9. 21627587520 ; 152922336. 11. 756756. 12. 126126.

13. 25200. 14. 6300. 16. { n{n - 1) (n - 2) ~ p{p

-

1) {p - 2) } 4-3 ! 18. n(^i - 1)

(n- 2) (11-3) 4- 8. 19.8. 20.30. 22. 7200 ; 4320.
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Examples : Page 97

1. (1) 15120; (2) 59049 . 210, 1680 ; 729, 6561. 2. 0^ + l)(r^+ l)-l.

3. 1470, 89. 5. {m + n~2)l^{{m-l)\.(n--l)lj. 6. 800. 7. (jj+ l)'.

^\n\(p-n+ l)\\. 8. (1) 496; (2) 35; (3) 10.

Exercises : Page 100

3. 10, 16, 18.

Exercises : Page 102

2. 6! j:h/^(3\ 3 1); 20! xV**^(10 ! 10 !) ;
- 14 ! (2ay(3yy^(7 ! 7!);

77xV-^3888. 3. 5! (2af(36)-^(3 ! 2!), -5! (2a)%3bf^2l 3!; -23! x^^

•>/i'-^(12
! 11.1), 23 ! x'h/'--^{n ! 12 I) ; 17 ! a;iV«^9 ! 8 !, - 17 ! x'Y^^S ! 9 !.

4. ( - lyn ! a-''^(n - r) ! r I ; m ! 3'-x'--r-(m - r) ! r
! ; ( - l)'-n ! a«-'•2'cc'•-^(n - r) !

r!

Exercises : Page 108

1. (1) x^; (2) {-lyaf; (3) (r+ l)x'-
; (4) (r+ l)(r+ 2>'-^ 1.2

;

(5) (/• + l)(r+ 2)(r+ 3):c'--=- 1.2.3
; (6) m{m + 1) (wi+r- l)a;'-=-1.2.3 r.

2. -1.3 (2>-3K-=-(2.4 2/); 1.3 (2r- l)x'-4-(2.4 2r)
; {-ly

1.3 (2r-5)3a?a;'--=-(2.4 2r.a') ; 5.6 (r+ 4)(2a)-»3'-a;'--^(1.2 r.

2'-«0. 3. -9.7.5.35c«-^2.4 12. 5. (-l)'-^2.5 (3r-4>^-^3.6 3i-

;

(-l)'-2.5 (3r-l)x'-H-r !; 1.6.11 (5r -4)x'-^(5.10 or). 6. (r+ iy-,

2r2+ 2r+ l; 8r-4. 8. {-l)«n{n + l) (>t + r - l)-=-r !. 10. (1) (l-A)-^;

(2) (1+i)-^; (3) (l-§n; (4) (l-i)-i.

Exercises : Page 110

1. 4-89898 ;
8-94427

; 248998; 149666; 34-9285. 2. 3-97906; 984886;
0-14586; 2-99256; 0198945. 3. 0000026. 4. 1-x; i+ Ux; ^+ ^%\x;

Exercises : Page 116

1. (1) 6th iiul 7tli
; (2) 1st

; (3) 4tli, 6th and 7th
; (4) Srd and

4th. 2, (1) 5tli and 6th
; (2) 8tli

; (3) 24th and 25th
; (4) 19tli.

Examples : Page 117

1. (-l)»(2n) !^(u! u :). 5. 2"
; 2"(u4-r+ l)- h2'' '. 6. (1) i/5-f2 ;

3i^2'-l. 7. 2"(H + 7•)-/^2''-'. 10. ;.-''-f-(l-3.-); {(n + 1) x- - nx»+' } ^
(l-aO'^. 12. 25 !-^(5 ! . 7 ! . 13 !). 14. n{n-l) (4»'H16h - 21)-^6.
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